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The education of gifted and talented students is a vital and growing national
concern. Our belief in the right of all individuals to a full and meaningful educa-
tion has joined with our conviction that we must develop all of the talents of our
people if we are to grow and prosper as a nation. These separate and compelling
aims have focused our attention on the education of the gifted and talented.

Our nation has learned a valuable lesson from providing for children witn
special needs. It has been shown that students with varying capacities and dif-
ferent opportunities in life require an education which considers their needs as
individuals. It can not be assumed that children enter and proceed through school
with equal ease. We have learned that the traditional curriculum must be altered
io accommodate differences among children. As this is true for children who
struggle with the regular curriculum it is also true of those who quickly surpass it.
All students must be given the chance to perform at their best, whatever that level

may be.
Our nation's future depends on the capacity of our people. Recent events have

taught us this simple truth. The failure of a substantial number of children to
develop to their fullest must weigh heavily on our national conscience. Pasteur
once said that "Chance favors the prepared mind." Our responsibility as a soci-
ety is to provide the foundation twon which the next "chance" technological,
scientific, artistic and humanitarian breakthroughs may occur. We must develop

an educational system which values individual students and simultaneously
develops the natural abilities of our people.

The public schools throughout the nation are taking on this challenge by ad-

dressing the needs of gifted and talented students. Their extraordinary capacity to
learn, to think, and to perform must set the standards by which the school pro-
gram is altered. We need not debate what is distinct or unique about programs for
the gifted and talented as opposed to other programs. Rather we acknowledge
that the important distinction is in how these ,,udents react to advanced materials
and conceptual complexity in a special way which sets them apart from other
children. This is a question of emphasis rather than of kind, and therefore sug-
gests four major requirements for their educational program:

Gifted and talented students must be ab:e to move at their own rate, regardless
of chronological age or grade placement.

Gifted and talented students require a diversity of learning experiences, in-
cluding instructional methods, materials and activities.

Gifted and talented students need to be challenged and stimulated in an
environment that allows children of like ability to learn from one another.

Gifted and talented students require guidance in the educational programs, so
that they may understand ;hernselves and 'flake best use of their educational

opportunities.

A variety of models for serving gifted and talented children have been imple-
mented in schools throughout the nation. Rather than espouse a single prototype,

we believe that there are key elements which must be a part of any program that is
to be considered of the highest quality. These are:

Broad-Based Planning. This includes teachers, ac;- inistrators, school board
members, parents, students, and the community at large. This plannitig should
always be the first step in establishing a program.

n Established Process for Seeking and Assessing Students. This should be
carried out regularly with a well-trained staff. The process must seek both
demonstrated and potential ability, with special effort made to include students
from all socioeconomic groups. The measures used to assess students should be
appropriate for the ability which is being sought.



Staff Development. This includes general training for all the staff of the
school Specific training should be provided to interested stall to refine their
teaching in order to work more effectively with these students. An effective
and well-trained staff is the most essential element in providing for these
students.

A Defined Program. This should be established and maintained as a natural
part of the regular school program and should continue from primary through
secondary grades ,-)n a regular and consistent basis.

A Challenging Curriculum. The elementary program should focus on the
development of students as independent learners. This should include thinking
nd research skills and wide exposure to different areas of study. The second-

ary curriculum should be rigorous in content and approach and grounded in a
far-sighted vision of knowledge.

A Variety of Options. These must be available within the reguiar and extra-
curricular program to encourage exploration and development of talents.
These incluJe issue seminars, mentorships, advanced courses, independent
study, resource clubs, acceleration, early entrance, and career internships.

Development of All Facets of the Student's Growth. This includes the intellec-
tual, physical, social, emotional and ethical. A comprehensive program in-
cludes providing tor the child's full development as a human being, including
his or her special gift.

The services which encompass these key elements may vary in style and ap-
proach without diminishing their effectiveness as long as they may be judged suc-
cessfully against these requirements. Programs for these students can be justified
only if they offer the highest quality of learning to match the extraordinary
capacity of these student's minds.



"THERE WAS A CHILD WENT FORTH"

There was a child went forth every day,
And the first' object Ile look'd upon, that object he became,
And that object became part of him for the day or a certain part of the day,
Or for many 'cars or stretching cycles of years:

The early lilacs became pair of this child...
And the Third-month lambs and the sow's pink-faint litter, and the mare's

foal and the cow's
And the apple-trees covered with blossoms, and the fruit afterward, and

wood berries, and the commonest weeds by the road...
And all the changes of city and country wherever he went.

His own parents, he that had father'd him and she that had conceiv'd him
in her womb and birth'd him,

They aave this child more of themselves than tInt,
They gave him afterward every day, they became part of him...

The family usages, the language, the company, the furniture, the yearning
and swelling heart,

Affection that will not be aainsay'd, the sense of what is real,
the thought if after all it should prove unreal,

The doubts of day-time and the doubts of night-time, the curious whether
and how,

Whether that which appears so is so, or is it all flashes and specks`'

These became part of that child who went forth every day, and who now goes,
and will always go forth every day.

Walt Whitman (1819-1892)

'hitman's theme of a century ago is still a reassuringly familiar one: parents
giving their children the love and life experiences with which the children make

sense of the "flashes and specks" of their own lives. But parents' search for

the "right" experiences and appropriate" education for their children has
become more intense. as the pace and pressures of living have increased over the

past hundred years. Children today are more likely to look upon home video
games than third-month lambs, and parents are having to respond to both the ad-
vanced speed and content of the twentieth century in preparing their children to

judge "what is real" in today's and tomorrow's society.
In discussions of how best to undertake the preparation of children for the

future, our society has moved increasingly toward an acceptance of and even a
preference for the education of younger and younger children. Kindergarten is

now an accepted part of the educational program in all 50 states, and the number
of preschool and day care programs is growing rapidly in response to broad
economic and social changes.

Coupled with this emphasis on the potential of the young child is a growing

concern for preschooler who demonstrates exceptional intellectual or creative

promise. This concern is shared by many educators, parents and the general
public alike, all of whoin have a stake in the development of our nation's most

able children.
This monograph is a direct consequence of the widespread interest in these

young gifted and talented children. More specifically, it is the result of thousands
of parental requests for assistance made to their State Directors of Programs for
the Gifted, and to the national Gifted Child Information Hotline which has been
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operated for the last two years by the Council of State Directors of Programs for
the Gifted through the National Association of State Boards of Education in
Washington, D.C. Though different in specific content, these requests share the
underlying concern voiced by this Hothne parent: "I've just read an article about
gifted children and my preschooler seems to fit the description. Help!! What do I
do now?"

The purpose of this monograph is to provide some perspectives for parents on
raising their intellectually and/or creatively gifted preschool child. The content of
the monograph provides information which respond, to four of the questions
most frequently asked by parents of gifted and talented young children:

(I) What are the implication:; of having a "gifted and talented" child?
(2) Should I have my gifted preschooler tested? With what teAs? What do the

test results mean?
(3) How can I find a good preschool for my young gifted child?
(4) What can I do to encourage my young gifted child at home?

The provision C: this information is a central focus of this monograph, and
each of the articles individually provides insights related to these questions.
However, the articles taken as a whole give focus to some broader, equally impor-
tant points:

First, there are no "right" answers. An individual's sense of the best
response to a situation grows out of many factors such as his or her beliefs,
value system, personal resources and sense of possibilities. Thus, the authors
of these articles present viewpoints only: their primary value is in the ideas
they stimulate and the discussion they engender.
Second, there are no "perfect" programs, teachers or family settings. No
day-care center teacher or parent can stimulate, encourage, support and
enhance every child, all the time. There are always compromises and trade-
offs, necessitated by the demands of everyday life. Doing the best we can
may he af', close to "perfect" as we can get.
Third, there are no "normal" children who could not benefit from the sug-
gestions to parents offered in these articles. We cannot (nor would we want
to) make definitive predictions about the future of any childand
therefore it is incumbent upon us to nurture carefully and lovingly
the potential of and possibilities for all children.
Fourth, there are no "experts" more dedicated to or informed about a
young child than his or her parents. Both parents and the "experts" need to
he aware of and respect this knowledge born of love a.ul experience.

In conclusion, it is hoped that these articles provide both provocative informa-
tion 'o assist parents in the total education of their young gifted child and a
reminder of the not- to-be-replaced role of the parents in giving of themselves to
their child, "who now goes, and will always go forth every day."

Roberta NI. Felker
Editor



Issues for Parents:
Implications of the
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Introduction

Implications of
the "Gifted"
Label

At a meeting of parents of children beginning a program for gifted pre-
schoolers, one parent turns to another and asks, "When did you first notice that
your child was different?" The other parent responds, "We don't think she's that
different because we deal with her giftedness only about ono-quarter of the time;
the other three quarters of the time we're dealing with three year oldness."

Most articles and hooks about raising a gifted child have focused on the unique
properties of gifted children and their need for and right to educational services
"beyond the norm." However, it is important not to lose sight of the fact that
gifted children share most characteristics and needs with all other children in our
society.

The issues which confront parents of gifted children cannot be considered in a
vacuum. This article examines parenting gifted children within the broader con-
text of parenting in general; it examines educational services for gifted children
within the contest of the broader public education system; and it looks at
advocacy for gifted children in the context of child advocacy.

Rather than attempting to provide definitive answers, this article identifies
questions which are likely to be raised when decisions are made affecting gifted
children and when programs and services are designed for these child, en.

1. What is the significance, for parents, of the label "gifted"?
2. What kinds of educational services should parents seek for their preschool

gifted child?
3. What must be considered in choosing a progr. : that segregates gifted

children vs. choosing a program that integrates gi` Ind normal children?
4. When parents of gifted children want to advocate 1, better services, what

avenues are open to them and what are the advantages and disadvantages of
different strategies?

Most parents of children identified as gifted suspected their child's special
abilities long before they were "proven" by formal testing (Ehi lich, 1Q82).

Regardless of the fact that parents are rarely surprised by the formal evidenc.: the
act of labeling a child brings home a variety of issues which parents mus: on-
from, and questions to which society will demand answers from the parer.

We live in a society in which one of the main topics of conversation among
parents of young children is "child comparison." Parents of a young child who is
formally labeled as "gifted" have probably had plenty of experience fielding
questions, compliments and veiled criticisms ranging from, "Gee, your child
talks so well for his age!" to "Why did you push your daughter to walk so
early?" Pride in one's child may be coupled with the reluctance to seem a brag-
gart; the question may arise as to what to say to the parent who points out that his
or her child hasn't achieved some milestone by the age at which your child has.

Parents of children labeled gifted are also asked, "Do you think that there's
something special that you did, or did it just happen?" Parents, and sL,Lie:y
general, entertain a variety of theories regarding the origins of "giftedness,"
covering the entire continuum of the "nature vs. nurture" controversy. Although
most writers on giftedness prefer to consider the heredity vs. the environment
issue an open question, current social attitudes a:e likely to have a ser:ou, impact
on social policy. For example, as Laycocl: points out:

Social theorists who believe there are natural differences in mentality from the
earliest years usually propose seeking out these (gifted) children and developing
their talents, so that they may better serve society. This is particularly true
where a complex social order whether a dictatorship or a democracy re-
quires highly trained citizens. The stronger the assumption of native gifts, the
earlier the search begins (p. 155).
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In contrast, an environmental theory of giftednest; will be likely to lead to ex
paneled programs of enrichment and intensification for all children, particularly
those perceived as not having optimum environments for cognitive (intellectual)
stimulation. Such an orientation is at the basis of such programs as Head Start,
for example.

Extreme examples of the environmental position are found iii the writing of
David Lewis t1979) and Norton and Doman (1982). Lewis states:

Your baby was born to be brilliant. Whether or not that potential is to be
achieved will depend on you. Recognizing your child's real potential is the first
essential step towards realizing it. Providing the child with the environment
which will allow that promise to grow into the real:1y of superior intellectual,
creative and social abilities is both the challenge and the reward of being a
gifted parent I.p. 272).

Norton and Doman, in discussing the program of the Institute for the Achieve-
ment of Human Potential, state:

Given the proper informational, social, nutritional, and emotional nourish-
ment (e.g., speaking, understanding, reading, wilting), most children are ca-
pable of functioning at the level which is called gifted (p. 249).

Differences in specific abilities do exist between children, but our impression is
that these differences are due more to the time and desire which parents have to
apply to the program, rather than to innate differences between the children
(p. 254).

On the positive side, such arguments suggest a hot,-,eful outlook on the potential
for all children to achieve, and may encourage parents to enrich the environment
for any child. However, by suggesting that "giftedness" is an achieveable goal
for all children, these authors leave no alternative to parents whose children elo
not all "make it" to gifted but to consider themselves failures as parents.

Regardless of one's opinion about the nature/nurture continuum, the reality
for many parents centers around a specific child who has been labeled as
"gifted." In books and articles about education for children with handicaps or
other learning problems, much has been written about the dangers of labeling
children. A :abel such as "retarded" can become a stigma or mark on the child

that prevents everyone. including the child, from appreciating the child's normal
and exceptional qualities and from working to strengthen the below-normal
abilities. A label like "disturbed" can become a ,>elf-fulfilling prophecy when

everyone, including the child, expects and excuses disturbed behavior because the
child has been so labeled. Labels often become barriers to successful social in-
teractions and appropriate educational prostrams.

Clearly the label "gifted" differs from disability labels in several substantial
ways. To begin with. it is considered a positive label, one which credits either a
parent's heredity or child-rearing practices with having created a success. As

such, it is a label many parents are happy and proud to see attached to their child,
in contrast with labels such as "retarded," "disturbed," or "disabled."

The word "gifted" is nonetheless a label a word which holds significant
meaning and implications for the listener. It is important, therefore, to identify

some of the dangers involved in its indiscriminate use, it for no other reason than
to make parents sensitive to the power of language and its potential for affecting
how their child is viewed and treated.

I. Labels lead to over-generalization and over-simplification.
The use of a singe word ("gifted") to describe a child contributes to the
assumptions and stereotypes which many associate with the term. Parents
must be wary of their own and others' use of "gifted" as the lone descriptor
of their child. Contrast the statement, "My child is gifted" with "My child
is brown-eyed, athletic, friendly, artistic, energetic and cheerful." A label

8



fails io con-mu:nit ate :-.any dimensions that make up a person and con-
tributes to a narrow of children i-tiwc.1 on a single feature (such as 1.Q.
,cores).

2. Labels can he used as explanations and excuses that prevent us from helping
a child.
Every child's day is fiiied with a wide rang- of activities. The same child

is dedicatculy stacking block.,: one morneili \N'il! he leaping from the cof-
fee iable the next, and two minutes later may be telling an elaborate story
iii,out an imaginary friend.

!n its best use, a label such as "gifted'" can be used as a sort of shorthand
way of characterizing some of the things a child is observed to do. However,
behavioral labels such as "gifted" often take on a separate reality, and
come to he seen as explanations accounting for a child's behavior.

For example, a parent may hesitate to intervene when a "gifted child"
starts io bully an older brother. "He's probably doing that because he's so
gifted... he needs to take the lead." Seeing every behavior in which a child
engages as related to his or her giftedness, or excusing inappropriate
behavior because it is "caused" by giftedness, is a mistaken interpretation
of the label and is likely to lead to mistaken child-rearing practices which
focus unnecessarily on the child's giftedness to the exclusion of other
characteristics.

3. Labels can lead to stereotypical predictions and expectations.
Another issue \\ iiich parents of a child labeled as gifted must confront is
"What should I expect from my child?" Parents are confused about reason-
able short-range expectations and concerned about a child's long-range
future as well. When one's child is labeled as gifted, of the normal
answers to "What should my x-year old child be doine ;low?" are called
into question.

In terms of relationships with other people, maturity, handling frustra-
tions, and self-help skills like brushing teeth or buiiering tread, the parent
of the gifted child may wonder whether to expect the child to perform
according to the child's real (chronological) age, mental age, or some other
factor. "My three-year-old is throwing tantrums just like the three-year-old
kid across the street but my kid has a mental age of six years, four
months Should I be worried?"

For some parents, there may be a fear of "pressuring" children into
activities and experiences the child is not ready for. Lewis (1979) states:

Parents sometimes say to me: "1 don't want my child to be especially
gifted, only happy or well adjusted." This makes it sound as if they are
being offered only two alternatives giftedness or happiness (p. 157).

Either intentionally or without meaning to, parents may direct their
"gifted" children according to a set of ideas about "what gifted children
are like." Children labeled as gifted may their have a relatively small set of
choices presented to them Ly their parents and surrounding society.

In general, parents of children labeled as "gifted" must guard against viewing
their children in narrow, one-dimensional ways. It is the responsibility of parents
of gifted children to make sure that their children are viewed and treated as
"children, first gifted, second." Gifted children have the "right" to be
naughty, to run around on playgrounds with other children their own age, and to
engage in the full range of childhood activities.



Educational
Choices:,,,..4:,ocgrcga Limn
Integration

V Li' t

Probably the most pressing practical decision parents of gifted pre-schoolers
face is determining what kind of educational programs they should choose or
create for :heir child. Within this decision is the hotly-debated issue of whether or
not parents shoiCi', choose a segregated program (one specifically for gifted
children) if one is Jvzrlable.

One of the strongest reasons why parents may choose a segregated setting is
their belief that their child's in:eds will not be met in the typical classroom. Three
features common to many school programs can be identified as barrier to a good
education for gifted children:

I. A lack of acceptance of individual differences by teachers and staff;
2. Teacher's inability to teach all students well when faced with a group of

children who have different needs;
3. An atmosphere of competition %,;hich emphasizes individual differences,

leading to difficulty for the gifted child in making friends.

These same three factors are often cited as problems in successfully integrating
handicapped and disabled children. Schools can be criticized for failing to deal
with the children on both ends of the spectrum.

In considering the educational alternatives which exist for gifted children, it is
important to discriminate between solutions chosen by p, tints because they are
ideal, and solutions chosen because there seem to be no alternatives. Given a
choice between a regular educational program plagued by some of the weaknesses
described ahove, and a segregated program designed for .gifted
children, many will choose the segregated program. The assumptions which
underlie such a decision must he examined carefully however.

Assuming that regular education is inevitably geared toward "the norm,"
unacceptinc of individual differences, and competitive leads to a second assump-
tion that program; for the gifted will avoid these same pitfalls. Both of these
assumptions must be challenged. It is possible Cor an educational setting to be
designed to meet the needs of a wide range of children includi, .; the gifted.
'111hough there are many conceivahle designs, the following scenarios describe
impolaant, minimal features of such a program:

1. Acceptance of individual differences:
n accepting attitude would pervade the classroom and would be obvious

arough the teacher's behavior and the curriculum. Individual differences
r,...arding race, sex, and ethnic origin as well as differences in educational
ahiiuy would he dealt with in a positive and realistic manner. The teachers
_ltd staff would know what the school is teaching all children regarding
their questions i.ihout individual dill erences (Why is BilI in a wheelchair?
flow come Sharon reads so much better than everyone else?).

2. Multi-level teaching:
1 he classroom would be organized in such a way that individual needs are
met pile still maintaining a group atmosphere that allows interaction
among all glass members in both insiructional and informal activities.

3. An atmosphere of cooperation. rather than competition:
I he school would avoid emphasizing competitiveness and constant com-
parison among students. Working together, cooperation and sharing, and
helping each other to learn and to do would be prominently featured. There
would he no star Chart`, on the walk or other graphic dcmonstrqions of who
is best or worst at some activity. Teacher, would eliminate both compara-
tive terminology ("George wrot the hest story in the class") and competi-
tke activities such as spelling flees and other contests (Johnsm) and
Johnson, 1978).

Classrooms characr:rizect by the features described above are likely to he far
more conducive to providing the educational experiences needed by all children,
including the gifted (Reynolds and Birch, 1977; Dirkes, 1981).
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The second assumption must also be challenged, i.e., that all gifted programs
automatically avoid the pitfalls described earlier and contain all the positive ele-
ments which parents seek, and that therefore any program for the gifted must be
better than all the available "regular" education programs. Parents must care-
fully investigate programs for the gifted to see if they contain the elements
parents consider to be most important. The label of "gifted" on an educational
program does not guarantee its suitability for one's child.

Even if one is able to locate an "ideal" program for the gifted at the elemen-
tary level, many of these programs are designed to provide only limited services
one hour a day or three times a week. Therefore, it is still important to look at the
overall educational program which includes the gifted component. If gifted
students will be spending a significant amount of time within the regular class-
room, it is important to consider the quality of education being offered to all
students within that classroom. Treffiriger (1982) notes:

We are becoming less concerned with selecting a small, special group or an
arbitrary percentage of gifted students and becoming more concerned with pro-
viding many options to maintain challenging opportunities for a diverse group
of students. Gifted education is becoming more and more concerned with
meeting students' needs and less concerned with developing a rationale for
selecting or excluding students from various programs or activities (p. 268).

In the area of preschool gifted education in particular, we often find that the
goals of a quality gifted preschool program are very similar to the goals of any
quality preschool program. The Developmental Psychology Laboratory
Preschool at the University of Washington operated under the following general
principles:

(1) children have a natural desire to learn, which is maximized when new ex-
periences are optimally matched with the individual child's previous ex-
pel fences and existing level of understanding; (2) although young children can
learn by quietly watching and listening, many ideas are best learned when
children have upt uiiur1 iics for involvement for touching, talking,
and testing on their cwn; (3) a child's performing a particular behavior is af-
fected by the intrinsic consequences, and behavioral models of teachers and
other students; and (4) children learn from each other they learn skills by
observing each other, and they communicate information to one another (Klein
and Lyon, 1982, p. 289).

It would be difficult for any reader familiar with preschool education to regard
those goals as unique to a program for gifted children and different from the
,...rats of a quality preschcol program. This can only be said, however, about
quality preschool programs those which meet the :seeds of young, children,
regardless of whether those children have been labeled as "gifted."

Beyond meeting the day-to-day educational needs of one's own child, it may be
difficult for some parents of gifted children to sec the importance of their concern
for the "regular" education program. A case can be made for this concern on
three levels.

1. Parents of gifted students are still part of the general community of parents,
with whom they share numerous other concernssuch as safe neighbor-
hoods and playgrounds. Isolation which is interpreted as "those parents
only care about the gifted program they don't care about the rest of the
school" is likely to stand in the way of successful cooperation in solving
other educational and social problems.

2. Much is communicated to our children by the actions we take on their
behalf. Gifted children are likely to be keenly aware of questions and con-
troversies surroanding their education. A concern for civic responsibility
and for the lives of others can be communicated to children through parent
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invokement in broad-based act:vity directed toward improving the educa-
tion of all children.

3. Society ultimately pays the cost of educational systems which fail: crime,
unemployment and apathy are social ills which affect all of A conce:..
for improving the general education system (as as programs for the
gifted) can be seen as a moral obligation.

In an article entitled, "The Alpha Children: California's Brave New World for
the Gifted," Weiler (1978) describes a Program in which the gifted: are provided
with rich, varied, creative learning activities in view of, but excluding, all the
other children. In this program, the gifted children build gingerbread houses,
make movies, publit:h a newspaper, take trips, build rockets and produce plays
chile their peers fill out endless dittos and worksheets. Although this may repre-

sent an extreme example, the issue is an extremely serie.)a, one. Fenstermacher
(1982) writes in response to a collection of articles on educating gifted learners
that:

Many of the authors in this collection argue for special instructional treatment
of the gifted, particularly the provision of freedom, encouragement, support,
openness, humor, and a broad range of challenging materials and resources.
By an unintentional implication, the average and below average learners are
left to fend with the absence or minima presence of these instructional treat-
ments. On what grounds can the pro- -ion of special instructional and cur-
ricular treatment to the gifted he defer., d? Many of the characteristics deter-
mined effective for the gifted learner arc also quite obviously effective for the
average and below average learner. .1.- the gifted to receive these resources
because they are more able to profit f them? No one argues this way, as it is
recognized that the average and belo average may also profit greatly from
these same resources..

On the basis of common sense and accumulated experience in the teaching of
children, it seem-, !ear enough that many of the curricular and instructional
treatments thought appropriate for the gifted learner also are deserved by all
other learners (p. 301).

This is not to argue simply that all children should receive identical treatment;
the queition is a complex one. In an article entitled, the Pursuit of Fxcellence Is
Not Plitism, Olst ad (1978) argues that:

There is a difference between providing an equal education for all students and
providing an equal opportunity I all students to acquire an education com-
mensurate with their abilities. The gifted program provides them with oppor-
tunities to exercise their potential that often would not he possible if there were
no such school program (p. 188).

This argument is debatable on several grounds. First, a child's true potential is
never fully known and it is difficult to separate potential from performance.
One could argue that all children have the potential to achieve at a higher level
than their current performance. Second, while providing special services to the
gifted does not by definition dent' these services to the nor gifted, Fenstermacher
(1982) argues that the special opportunities provided to the gifted lead to a situa-
tion in which "attention to rote, low-order questions, dittoed work sheets, and
textbook exercises bece:ie appropriate for the less able in the very recognition
that it is inappropriate for the more able" (p. 302).

This debate is not easily resolved. The Nlarland Report (1972) makes state-
ments concerning the necessary uniqueness of programs for the gifted, i.e., "Is a
good program for the gifted a good program for all children?... No. If the pro-
gram were good for all children, it would not be good for the gifted (p. 27). In

the same report, a favorable light is cast upon the general applicability of fea-
tures of gifted programs.
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As educators study and evaluate various arrangements for children with excep-
tional learning needs such as the gifted, they learn of their value and may
emplcv them in other ways. Schools %vhich have used open tin:: for even pri-
mary gifted children to pursue research interests have foun,,i that similar
freedom, at less abstract levels, appeals to other children. Where teachers have
had special preparation, they have reported that programs have made them
better teachers ;Jr all children (p. 104).

Parents must be concerned both with the appropriateness of the education their
gifted child is receiving and with the ; t.fects of the gifted program on the rest of
the school. Lifted children will often be a part of the regular program for at least
part (if not most) c f their day and are thus affected by the quality of the program.
Also, gifted children are a part of the larger school community and their patents
are also part of that community and should share with its other members a con-
cern for social justice and responsibility.

"mother aspect of the segregation/integration question is that of friendships
and social adjustment. There are some who argue that segregated programs pro-
m2e snobby, elitist children who view themselves as "better'' than other children
(Gray, 1979). Others argue the reverse, that by being grouped with their true
peers, gifted children are less likely to develop feelings of superiority and elitism
(Nlarland. 1972).

The social consequences of segregated programs will depend to a large extent
on how they are organized, labeled, and described to the children, parents,
teachers and administrators. In the same way that the stigma for handicapped
children of receiving special services depends on the organization, tact, and sensi-
tivity of the school program, specialized services for gifted children can lead to
their recognition as being different, ("Billy goes to the special room because he's
working on some things he needs to learn" ) or as better, ("Susy gets to go to the
special room because she's one of our smartest students").

It is also important to recognize that gifted children's attitudes toward their
0%,.n abilities and those of other children, and their propensity for comparing
themselve's to others also is shaped by parental attitudes and behavior. A concern
for labeling and language has become a major focus in the area of education for
the handicapped. Educators and parents have been urged to see handicapped
,:hildren as children first. handicapped children second, and to talk about a "six
vetr old boy with a visual impairment rather than a "blind boy." Equal sensi-
tivity mast apply to education of the gifted. Although parents are clearly more

to publicly label their child as "gified" than as "retarded," and arc less
likely to see the dangers of repeated references to their "gifted child," labels of
v,liat.:%.:7 type can actually stand in the way of certain friendships or can hurt
some children's chance!, of being accepted as individuals.

One oi! the major arguments advanced in favor of mainstreaming (integrating
handicapped with typical students) has been the beneficial effect on achievement
and behavior produced by exposing retarded students to the greater intellectual
stimulation and more appropriate role models provided by typical students. In
contrast, the role of the gifted child as "monitor" or "demonstrator" is generally
considered to he inappropriate, a violation of the gifted student's right to an edu-
cation and to hep.lthy social interaction with classmates. Cushenberry and Howell
(1974) write:

This is a dubious practice in which the bright child is used to assist other stu-
dents with questions or difficulties or to help the teacher with record keeping
and similar tasks. The youngster is kept busy and other children may profit
from the extra help provided, but it cheats the gifted one from developing his
abilities and interests (p. 48).



Parents Lind teachers must clearly be sensitive to the abuse of gifted children
when the:, are used exclusively as assistant teachers or paper graders; from
another perspective, however, one of the goals often cited for gifted children is
the de\ elopment of leadership skills and social responsibility (Ehrlich, 1982; Sisk,
1982). Non-exploitive use of gifted children as occasional peer rotors or as par-
ticipants in cooperative learning groups can be seen as ,!sciting possiblities for
deeloping such leadership.

Decisions about placement and educational programs for gifted children must
take into account the fact that a gifted three-Year-old, despite exceptional skills, is

still a typical three year -old in many ways. Parents and schools should consider

ways of challenging the child's capabilities without neglecting wavy of meeting
the needs of that child that are just like those of all three-year-olds.

Like all parents, parents of children identified as gifted wat-! the best for their

children the most appropriate education. the best preparation for adult life,
the greatest respect and help for a child's particular talents. On local, state
and national levels, organizations such as the American Association for Gifted
Children and the National Association for Gifted Chiiiren provide parents with
an opportunity to work together to create services :fiat meet their children's
necis.

Any parent advocating for the needs of his or her child must make some strate-
gic decisions concerning how narrowly focused that effort should be. "Should I
attempt to make changer: which will apply to my child, or should I try for changes
that Will affect the other children in the class as well'? Should I be working for
chances which will be felt throughout the school district?"

There are advantages and disadvantages to both broad and narrow ap-
ptiiiichest Working for broad changes means confronting systems and their reluc-

tancc to change, but provides the advocate with allies who can work together for
change with the strength of numbers. Narrow changes sometimes can be effected
easily, even casually "It's not policy, but we'll make an exception in your
case "but such casual gains also 'e reversed or reduced easily and quickly.

Parents banding together in local advocacy organizations for gifted children
lace a similar issue of how broadly to define the goals of their group. At least
three levels of objectives can be pursued by such advocacy groups:

1 Effecting changes for gifted children better identification of the gifted,
the creation of enrichment programs, finding and employing teachers .with
special training in working with gifted children, etc.

2. Effecting changes for all children with "special needs" (gifted, handi-
capped, disadvantaged) improving diagnostic services, increasing fund-
ing for special setices and resource teachers, limiting class sizes in all

special programs, etc.
3. Effecting changes in the quality of education for all children in the school

system instituting smaller class sizes and flexible, interest-related pro-
gramming, access to community resources, teacher training and administra-
tive support to foster individualization for all students, etc.

Beyond the general pros and cons of "working large" and "working small"
mentioned above, the types of coalitions and alliances which advocacy groups for

the gifted make will influence their objectives. An organization focusing exclu-
sively on services for the gifted can base its advocacy on the particular "lack of
fit" which gifted children experience in typical classes, on the "wasted resource"
of gifted children going unchallenged, and on the threat of highly desirable
children and families withdrawing to more congenial educational settings. Such

an approach has the advantage of seeking small, limited changes, advocated for

by a tightly-knit group of activist parents. The weakness of this approach is
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it is ',object to accusations of elitism, and is vulnerable in times of budgetary

,-tT-Troach which advocates for the gi nal v. :L hip the context of special edu-
,.;:tion crII hwe its advocacy on the needs all children who depart significantly
,mini the norm for 'which schants suppo.cdly exist: curriculum inappropriate to
iftcir - pedal ri,:e(-1, can be shown to be a stumbling block for these children. Advo-
cate. for both the gifted and handicapped have demanded that educational ser-
vices for their children not be based on preconceived notions and stereotypes, but
rather on each child's individual needs.

Organizations representing disabled children have an excellent history of suc-
:css. This offers a distinct advantage to parents of gifted children when they ally
themselves with parents of disabled childen. These organizations have experi-
enced success in setting objectives and mobilizing to meet those objectives, in ad-
dition to having a good deal of momentum and sophistication in getting laws
enacted and in winning lawsuits.

The disadvantages which some advocates for the gifted find in allying their ef-
forts with organizations advocating for services for handicapped children lie in
their fear that, when it comes time to "divide up the pie," the sifted may end up
with the smallest piece. Mitchell (1981b) points out that handicapped children
have legal and procedural safeguards guaranteeing their services which
are not necessarily available to gifted children. She also points out that tactics of
confrontation and playing on society's guilt for past abuse, tactics which have
often been successful in obtaining services for disabled children, are likely to be
of little u-.e in advocating for services for gifted children (1981a).

lobrecht (1981) finds that it is more difficult foi organizations representing
gifted end disabled children to work together when th...v must compete for the
same funds. However, she describes how such advocaey, amtips have worked
tog,..sther successfully in North Cat olina. Parents of handicapp,,,I children rallied
fu; ild gilled education when it was to )e excluded from a new state budget, even

.,1101 Otis meant that \ arious categories of handicapped children Nntlld each
reeck e proportionately less it ',ey. According to Aubrecht:

The rationale 1.P .,hind this decision was simple: working together, proponents of
.,pc(ial education .1i,r ull exceptional children can do more than proponents for
individua! categories' of exceptional children can do separately especially if
they must compete xvith each other. If the legislature excluded one category this
time, which category might they exclude the next time? In the end, gifted
children were added to this budget, and the total amount funded was increased
hy,,, more than twenty-Ike percent (p. 39).

A third approach, one which advocates change for all children within a school
-tem, could base its el fort:, on principles which hale been called for by Fenster-

macher (1982):

...a sound theory ()f en' it lcment , which 'tates what tiny learner is entitled to in
t NC war of curricular and instructional resources, solely on the basis that he or
',11(.' is a learner. Once the entitlements of any learner are clearly set forth, then,
ind only then may we begin to entertain justification for additional entitle-
ments for the gifted learner (p. 301).

an approach could demand that tell child within a school system be
ith as a unique case, a startling :ind precious combination of strengths,

interests and potential which cannot be adequately served in the context of
..locational '.illy line. In terms of curriculum, advocacy for all children

cal, yet. ik ,Ii programming, innovative educational resources, greater
pintcut involvement in decision-making, and the allocation of enough funding to
pernlit education to take place in appropriately nurturing and stable environ-
ments.
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I here are obvious disadvantages to the pursuit of such an approach as :he sole
jcivocacy for gifted children. To question the way in which a .,y tern

meets the needs of the main body of children which it is mandated to serve is to
confront simultaneoifsly the entire educational and legislative establishment of a
riven community. The changes being called for are at the most basic and far-
reaching ictvels: e'very particivant in the educational sy.stcrn is, potentially, being

a-ked to make chances in what he or she does. In the unlikely circumstances that
na:ental pressure for such far reaching changes is successful, the gifted
preschooler who was the parent's incentive for working for change may be on
Ins, her way to high school before the chances begin to be seen.

The most realistic strategy may be a two pronged approach one which advo-

cates for specific short-range changes for gifted children in addition to
brouJer. more comprehensive changes. At its best, the gifted education move-
ment can function as a catalyst for overall change, forcing educators and
administrators to confront the individual needs of all children.

Theft is little evidence for the advantages of advoca:ing for gifted children in

the contest of advocating for all children. Authors who have written on advocacy
for the gifted have, by and large, been silent on this issue. This fact should not
ji,cour'ace advocates for the gifted from broadening their advocacy base,
however. The movement of education for the gifted prides itself on its foresight,
its grounding in futurist studies (Se llin and Birch, 1981). On this basis, the "long
haul" ;ailed for by this kind of advoca;y is not beyond the movement's erasp.

In the early stages of any advocacy movement (Civil Rights, Women's Libera-
tion, etc.), as it begins to grow and strive for social legitimacy, it will most likely
focus on the unique needs of group members and their particular history of dis-
crimination or mistreatment. In their later stages, movements for change often
attempt to go beyond the tactic of pleading for a special interest group and seek

the `.aY in which the special issues they address arc part of 1oader,
.aman issues.

Lifn-an.ay, the only way we can guarantee that our schools meet the needs of
gifted children is to work towards the establishment of educational systems in

which all children arc treated as individuals and maximum resources are devoted
helping every child mach or her lull potential.
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III our complex world, parenting a difficult ta:k. When parents suspect that their
child is exceptional because the child demonstrates unusually capable behaviors and
language. j.'ir.rnts otter need help in coping with and in facilitating their child's
p.recocious development.

( course, the question could be asked, "Why is it necessary to be aware of a
1:41-ep;9 r1Pr :11! if ihc child is -afried" of it hers in .tyntifiable

isn't that enough?" Mc answer is an unqualified, "No! That isn't enough-
tot most individuals." Giftedness is abnormaiitt,, t:xceptionality--and our society
socializes toward conformity. Being different 'uses problems.

If a very able child (or adult, for that matter) is consistently not provided with the
intrinsic -ard that comes from competently hand' challenging tasks, within a
%cry short lime that individual will be bored. If the environment does not offer op-
poll unities for problem-solving, creative thinking, fluency and elaboration, the gifted
person will seek these challenges elsewhere or will become inattentive and uncom-
mitted to tasks that are accomplished too readily. Support for such a view comes
from the following reports:

In 1967, the State of Pennsylvania studied high school dropouts and found that
27.8 percent had IQ scores of 120 or above (Axford, 1971). Equivalent popu-
lation distribution would have been approximately ten percent.
The National Science Foundation has reported that youth in the top ten p.icent
of IQ scores failed "to prepare themselves for the high level pursuits that would
otherwise be available to them" (Axford, 1971).
In 1911, the Phil Donahue Show called attention to the tragic fact that our
nation's gifted and talented adolescents have a higher rate of suicide than other
segments of the population (Trans...tript #01161, 1981).

Obviously, evc need to find ways to encourage gifted and talented children to maxi-
mize their potential. If we can begin that focus early in life, perhaps later trauma
could be avoided and the potential for aundrin:1;, productivt lives enhanced.

Giftedness What Is It?
Perhaps the phrase, "It's all relative,'' most appropriately applies to the term

"giftedness," as we now use it. What is really being described is a level of capability
of an individual in a given area or areasintellectual, creative, specific academic,
leadership, or in the performing and visual artsthat is (or has potential for being)
demonstrated at a sigiUticantly higher level than is being demonstrated by ninety-five
percent of other human beings. Obviously, if all humans perform at any time
at the bird evels of behavior previously attributed to the "gifted," that individual
on" ould be "gifted" if performing at stile' significantly higher levels than the
otit :rinety-five percent. So, by definition, "gifted and talentedness" only oc-
cuts such capabilities can be compared to the "average or "normal" levels of
he rest of the population at a given point in time. The yardstick for "giftedness"

depends, then. on the methods for determining what is "normal."
Though a number of human characteristics may be mpared in order to discover

who is gifted, current thinking relies primarily upon the measure of a single charac-
teristicintelligence. An individual's measured intelligence quotient (IQ) usually
determines educational placement or non-placement in the category of "gifted."
The score selected for placement varies. For some programs it may be 130; other
programs may select 125 or 160 as their "cut-off."

Probably the major reason why few efforts have been made to identify young
children as gifted is that the instruments for measuring the intelligence quotient
of children below the age of five years have been considered to be
unreliable and not predictive of the IQ five to ten years later. This lack of predic-
tion of giftedness from early years to later year as sometimes reported (Willer-
man & Fiedler, 1977) may indicate flaws in the validity and reliability of the test;
it also may he due to the child's lack of continued achie-,ement.
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Public
Commitment

Impact of the Home

The family and the home environment arc without doubt, the single most
sin;ficant influences in the young child's life. On the whole, palcnts provide

varied opportunities for learning, including encyclopedias and other
books and magazines; cultural and artistic activities; lessons in music, foreign
languages, art and iyping; organizational cpportunities such as scouting; and
trty, el (Cheyney, 1962). Research indicates that children who are early readers
(before first grade) almost invariably have had a wide variety of pre-reading ex-
periences with parents or siblings (Plessas & Oakes, 1964).

The literature from Plato to the present asserts that human potential (of both
gifted and normal children) is most promoted during the preschool years
(Sander lin, 1979). Sander lin quoted Fitzhugh Dodson, psychologist, educator,
founder of La Primera Preschool, and consultant in 1970 for Head Start:

...the more intellectual stimulation you can give your child in the first five
years of his life, without pushing or pressuring him, the brighter and more in-
telligent he will become, the higher IQ he will have as an adult (Sander lin, 1979,
p. 12).

Relating his experience in Japan in 1980, E. Paul Torrance, Alumni Founda-
tion Distinguished Professor of Educational Psychology at the University of
Georgia, It:marked that the United States should provide a great many more ex-
periences io young children in developing physical, visual art, music, drama,
dance, and team skills:

I had been almost totally unprepared for what I saw in the 15 preschools that I
visited. The physical skills, musical performances, art products, dramatic
enactments, and skills of group cooperation were beyond anything I had seen
before and beyond what .! thought was developmentally possible. The perform-
ances were also accompanied by a quality of creative expressiveness and prob-
lem solving that 1 had thought was beyond the capability of children this age (3
to 6 years). Many. people believe that emphasis on these skills accoul..s for the
fact that there are no reading problems in Japanese schools and an almost total
lack of illiteracy (Torrance, SO, p. 12).

Early School Admission

Jacob W. Getzels, Professor o: Education and Behavioral Science at the Uni-
versity of Chicago, discussed the suggestion that early identification of gifted
children and subsequent early admission to school should be practiced, stating:

The things that happen to a kit! 'ter he learns a language, say between three
and six. are much more import:... than what may happen to him in any other
three yezirs of his life (Getzel, 19 p. 328).

Assuming that schools might allow '_arly admission for children identified as
gifted, what happens to the child? Braga (1969) evaluated the success of 63 gifted
children who were admitted early in relation to classmates who had similar IQs
but were 7 months older. No special program was provided for the early admits,
but they rated as well as their cla.ismates on acaderric achievement tests as well as
general behavior, work habits and teacher evaluations.

Federal Commitment

Very few publicly supported programs include four-year-olds or five-year-olds
--much less younger children of two or three years of ageeven though the
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Identifying
Giftedness in
Very Young
Children

federal statutePublic Law 95-561, Title IX, Section 902spL...i1.ie the :1u-

sion of "presel.00l" children:

...the term gifted and talented children means children and, whenever applica
big:. youtn, who are identified at the presrhoog, elementary, or stcondary level
as possessing demonstrated or potential abilities that give evidence of high per-
formance capability in areas such as intellectual, creative, specific acz-.dernic, or
leadership ability, or, in the performing and visual arts, c.nd who by reason
thereof, require services or activities, not ordinarily provided b, one school
(Public Law 95-561, p. 151, emphasis added).

State Commitment

As the National Association of State Boards of Education stated regarding the
assumption of "commitment" to the gifted and talented by the states:

As of June, 1981, most states had demonstrated a commitment to the educa-
tion of gifted and talented children through policies, special funding, and full-
time personnel in the state department of education (Mitchell, 1981, p. 3).

It is noteworthy that in 1981less than ten years since the Congressional Report
of U.S.O.E. Commissioner Sidney Mar land reported the desperate need for at-
tention to the gifted and talentedmore than ninety percent of the states have
specifically earmarked funds for gifted and talented education. Even so, the
states' allocation of funds to the gifted school-age child does not include atten-
tion to the preschool gifted and talented child under five years--the age at which
the potential for growth is probably the highest.

Local Commitment

What happens at the local levels of government depends upon the school dis-
trict, the citizenry, and, especially, on you, the parent who speaKs out and
demands that the needs of your child deserve attention and funds from local com-
mitments. Through demands from parents, local funding has been earmarked to
meet special needs of other students such as athletic, handicapped and pregnant
students. Of course, parents need to choose the most effective ways to be heard.
in these years of tight dollars, supporters of education for the gifted and talented
who represent only five percent of our total population--must present a case
that is well-supported.

Few preschool programs for the gifted enroll children below the age of three
and one-half years of age. Of course, this is not because "giftedness'. does not
occur prior to three years but, rather, because identification of giftedness in ex-
tremely young children has only rarely been undertaken. Several obstacles to ear-
ly identificationbelow the age of four yearsare yet to be overcome. To begin
with, in previous years children prior to three years of age have more often been
at home with their mother. Observation of children's behaviors is necessary in
order to design ' administer tests. If' the child is not usually in a public situa-
tion, observation and testing are much more difficultexcept for family
members.

Perhaps most important, the testing devices that have been developed for
children under four years of age are not reliable, i.e., when retested
on a particular characteristic, the child does not consistently respond in the same
way. Researchers believe that such lack of reliability may be due to the fact that,
in very short periods of time, the factor being tested is no longer the same charac-
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teristic in the child who is now a few months to a year older. Validity of the tests,
i.e., confirmation that test items are really testing what one intends to measure is,
therefore, also in question.

Better methods of identifying the giftedness and talentedness of very young
children must continue to be established. As much as possible, formal methods
should be valid, consistently reliable, and predictive of future ability. They
should test intellectual ability, academically predictive achievement, leadership,
creativity, and visual and performing arts aptitudes.

With these caveats in mind, the following is offered as a resource for parents. It
is a description of the methods currently being used to identify young gifted and
talented children. They include formal tests of intelligence and achievement,
some of which have been adapted for very young children. They also include
questionnaires given to parents and teachers, as well as informal observations of
children and use of any available records.

1. Observational Methods:

(a) "Babybook" recordsParents often write down facts about their
child's growth and development, such as the m3nth the child first walk-
ed or talked.

(b) Anecdotal recordsParents or nursery-school teachers often write
short descriptions of something a child did or said that seemed
unusual (compared to the sayings or doings of other children the same
age).

(c) Humorous eventsAmong the stories parents tell about unusual hap-
penings involving their child are some which contain an inference that
what is being recounted is hardly ab!e to be believed even though it is

true. Parents of gifted children often "know" their child has exceptional
ability without recognizing or labeling it as such.

2. Checklist Methods:

(a) Lists of the normal behaviors characteristic of a given chronological age.
(b) List of developmental milestones organized in a sequence of age and

stage levels.
(c) Chronologic..:Ily listed tasks that become increasingly difficult with ad-

vancing age.

3. Intelligence Tests:

(a) Stanford-Binet Intelligence TestThe Stanford-Binet is a test of
general intellectual ability. The test items are arranged by age level; at
each age level, six tests are administered. They assess a variety of abili-
ties such as vocabulary, memory, abstract reasoning, ni.:mericai con-
cepts, visual-motor skills. The test is reported to be reliable at both
lower and upper IQ extremes (Compton, 1980).

(b) Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC-R)--This is an individ-
ually administered intelligence test designed to test broad aspects of
general intelligence. The WISC-R is divided into two main parts, a ver-
bal scale and a performance scale, each including five mandatory sub-
tests and one subtest which is usable as a supplement or an alternate.
These 12 subtests (in order of administration) are:

Verbal Scale

1. Information
3. Similarities
5. Arithmetic
7. Vocabulary
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Performance Scale

2. Picture Completion
4. Picture Arram:ement
6. Block Design
8. Object Assembly



9. Comprehension 10. Coding (or Mazes)
11. Digit Span (supplement

or alternate)
12. Mazes (supplement

or alternate)

Vocabulary is often considered to he the best single measure of intelli-
gence; block design is often considered to be the best single non-verbal
measure of intelligence (Compton, 1980).

(c) Weschler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI)This
test is intended for use issitth children between the aaes of four and six-and-
.irie-half years. There are 11 subtests, 10 of which are used in computing

IQ. The subtests are listed below in order of administration:

t'erbal Scale Performance Scale

I. Information 2. Picture Completion
3. Comprehension 4. Block Design

Arithmetic 6. Animal House
7. Similarities 8. Mazes
9. Vocabulary 10. Geometric Design

11. Sentences (Alternate)

As
obtained.

(d) Siosson Intelligence TestThis is a brief, individual test of intellectual
ability. It is a question and answer test; no reading or writing is re-
quired. The student is asked a series of short-answer questions covering
content areas such as math reasoning, vocabulary, auditory memory,
and information. The test was designed as a screening test, and hence is
untimed. The content of the Slosson is limited to items mat can be
presented in a question-aH-answer format; no performance tasks are

4. Vocabulary Test:

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT)- This is a test of single-word
vocabulary. The examiner pronounce: a word, and the child :selects the
corresponding picture ("Show me the wagon"). The vocabulary words
,gradually increase in difficulty. It usually is used as a broad measure of
receptive vocabulary.

on the \VISC -R, verbal, performance, and full scale IQ scores are

Problem. Solving Tests:

):.1) Kansas Reflection-Impulsivity Scale for Preschoolers (KRISP)This is
a measure of problem-solving abilities, particularly of the type of prob-
lem solving that leads to acquiring greater and greater knowledge. It
consists of five practice items followed by ten tet itclus. Each item in-
volves matching a black-and-white line drawing of similar objects with
its exact duplicate by choosing the duplicate out of four to six alterna-
tives. Independent observers record the length of time for the child's
response to the first choice as well as the total number of errors made
until the exact duplicate is located.

(h) The Preschool Embedded Figures Test (PEFT)The PEFT is a series of
three practice items and wenty-four test items. The items are black-
and-white line drawings of familiar objects embedding (or "hiding") a
simple geometric form (an equilateral triangle). The young child who is
able to find the hidden form is thought to be more analytical in
problem-solving style (sometimes called "field-independence") and is
considered to possess a higher level of cognitive or intellectual ability.
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.4.,..Ilit2VC171(2111_ Test:

Peabody thdividual Achievement T- I (PIAT -This test has been designed
to provide a quick estimate of achievement levels in five areas: I)
mathematics; 2) reading recognition; 3) reading comprehension; 4) spelling;
5) general information. The PLAT combines short-answer and multiple

no vs rhino L7.0nor.:11, reading recognition and

total test scores are considered most reliable, and the spelling and reading
-cores arc considered least reliable (Compton, 1980).

Ihi list represent, a range of possible :-:lethods which programs can use in
,electing children. The listing is not exhaust, \,e, but should give parents a good
idea of the types of procedure!, commonly employed. Most programs use only a
tew methods, as an he seen in Table I that follows.

fhis table summarizes descriptions of sample preschool programs outlined in
Gilled Yoara Children by Roedell, Jackson, and Robinson (1980). In addition to
:istinu the identification and admission criteria Lu ed by snecific programs, the
-,armnary also includes the age groups admitted, the major coals of each pro-

;IT boss parents contribute to the programs. In the next section, one of
the ,,e pro.sram, will he described in detail.

A !c,, generalizations can be stated from the information in Table I. Parents
ill note than most programs do not try to identify gifted and talented children
I. vs the ace of three years. Further, the Stan'ord-Rinet Intelligence Scale is

:more frequently irsvd as the basis for determining .ntellieence quotient (IQ) than
any measure. This test does claim to measure intelligence levels at two year,
,f.1'2e. It also noeworthv that academic achievements are more often listed as

objectives o: the programs than ..,re the development of social and emotional
earahilIries. Cruativity, leadership, visual and performing arts----compctencies
:c...vg:n.red most definitions of th,J gifted and -.Hitedare specified by
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TABLE I

SELECTED PROGRAMS FOR GIFTED AND TALENTED PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

Preschool Program

SpcLial
C,S:'1- Children.
Tech Uni!!rsity,
I uhbock, Texas

Seattle Dal.
Sea('e,

Vs;a,,Iiingtoa

Ages of
Children

io 6

3 to 12
,ears

Identification Procedures Goals of Program Parent's Role

IQ= i25- Stanford-Binet increased academic Parents' questionnaires
Kansas Reflection-Impulsivity skills in identification for

Scale for Preschoolers (ERISP) sci.aal-emotional admission
Preschool Embedded Figures "Test aceleration G&T support group

( PEET) self-LA.)11(1°i Liaison to Lubbock
Malone (adapted) Parent Q abilities Independent School
Abraham (adapted) Parent Q District
Renzulli (adapted) Teacher Q
Wechsler Preschool & Primary Scale Building f -mndaTion

of intelligence (WPPSI) for academic skill,
WISC-R
Parent & child interviews
Ptc . ms school interviews
Social maturity level

(hinter (.Ni._.:(.. ,,, 6 IQ Stanford-I3inet Academic skill,3

Herm:man. Siit) 1 ear, I eadership & creative Spanish facility as a
(pn-!.,:, Lnialinr,s, csp. cn,Hvant4ed second language
Neo. Yc' k, N\ children

Rope, `sc1lo,
pro ate)

Illoomlield
Nlichigan

landicarre,'.
Pre.,,,Thoo!,

!"north C. an lina

'\,!o'
)

Nt,Stt

( 111

1);

I ; ol

\')

12

....Rit,:appediles, and 1 .e.11-

II U, -t11 in a (l& f rirClA

unstructured ob-,...atioti,
Checklists,
tit rru Ired 111 te3,...hers

Sociometric ineasurc,
V) 132 Stanford Panel
So,:ial n1.,uruis

response.,
.ittemion

pecitic cognitie skill
135-'

VT;C-R i3!ock & (1 her
suhsts

arod Picture Vocal-.11.1;t11 I

:din I Orin Board
\l,anory

N1,_( ;!(11.

PS:,i1)0.it !nditltlllal Arhlccenlent I

( IL I

Kit for Con Crl. :Mon

rid li,
'

20

.Affective compe-
tence

Problem-solvinr
DLeres :1 thinking skills
Hirl ;eve! thinking
Mu- art, recrca-

tio: skill

I 1:.1, thinking
cause et4.e,.:.

Parents assist teachers
in classroom & carry
on antis ties at home

11,-home observation
for ide;!tification of
suitability for program `

Increa\t'd achieve- Parent questionnaires
mum abilities for admission to

Dernunst!-ation of risTralT1
social Hit( 111-11

independence
asserts
racial sen sit i its
making friendsh

Nine rruhfern,

Increased academic
skill, for gifted
handicapped pre,,..hool-
c:,. Convergent, drier
Pent. and ealmi,.;.,,

-11...ing stimulated.

deelopment through
dance



Identification and Selection

The Special Program for Gifted and Talented children at Texas Tech University is
one of five programs in the Child Development Research Center at the Univer-
sit v's De: artment of Home and Family Life, College of Horn Economics. Since
1978, Program has used measures described earlier to select children between

of two to six years for participation in the program. Three individual
tests administered to the child, the .Stanford -Binet Intelligence Scale (Form
1,-NI, 1972), the Kansas Reflection-Impulsivity Scale for Preschoolers (KRISP),
and the Preschool Embedded Figures Test (PEFT). In addition, parents complete
two behavior checklists, The Behavioral Identification of Giftedness (BIG), and
Abrakirn', Checklist About Your Child. Finally, a precious preschool teacher
rateth,.: child's behavior using a checklist called Rating Behavioral Characteris-
t ic Oritstandit4? ung Children.

.Although the identification of preschool gifted id talented children is an
ongoing process at .1 exas Tech, statistical methods were used to analyze the
results of the original testing of 62 children, ranging in age from two years, three
months to six years, four months. Based on the testing, 17 of these 62 children
%(.7:.! CICLted for the rrogrl:m The analysis of the testing results shows why these

scrc selected, but it also raises certain questions that will be of interest to

I:. [he three tests liken to ?tic: children, the scores of the 17 gifte,i and talented
.ildren were significantly higher than the score, of the remaining 45 children.
:rnford-Binet IQ scores of the gifted group averaged 137, compared to an

:,(21-age IQ for the normal children of 111. Errors on the KRISP were signifi-
,:amk, I ewer for the gifted children than for the normal children: but time-t::',..n-
for-problemoking vsLts not significantly different for the is 0 groups. C.'..-2ct
id,Hcifi,..:itions of the hiddy-. figures on the PEF1 were markedly for the
gittcd group.

When parents rated behav,:oral characteristics of their own the answers
01 the mothers--but not fathersto the Malone Questionnaire (BIG) were dif-

fetem for the gifted group and the normal group. Neither mothers' nor fathers'
rc-ponses on tlh. Abraham questionnaire differentiated bet weec the two groups.

r..-.earcheis hose noted superior ability of mothers to evaluate their chiL:
capabihries ti 1074: Wolfetisherger do Eurti, 1971). Con,.istey;rly (or. III

but one). rHother, 01 all 62 children rated their children Higher than
..t her-.

With this sample of parent`, sc%eral factors may account for these results. The
parents recessed no training regarding characteristics of gifted and talented
children, and fathers have time to obscr.'e their preschool child than do
mot he7s. In addition, the questio. naire may not he specific enough to focus on
rn-ticrilar characteristics that would permit the parents to ;Jentify their children

ie<ichers of the Child Development 'csearch Center completed the Renzulli
questionnaire for each child who had p;:::icipated in each teacher's program. The
teachers were unaware of the IQ scores of any of t..c children. With record to the
roilowing six characteristics, these teacher,. were %cry etTeetit:c in selecting poten-
tially gift,dr talented preschool children:

(a) 1 earning Characteristics,
(h) Leadership Characteristics,
(,2) Characteristics,
(d) Communication Characteristics Precision,
(e) Communication Characteristics--E \pre!-,kcnc,,, and
(f) P!aunine Characteristics.
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They did not differentiate between the two groups of children in their observa-
tions regarding:

(a) Motivational Characteristics,
(b) Creativity Characteristics,
(c) Artistic Characteristics, or
(d) Dramatics Characteristics.

The difference between the parents' and the teachers' discrimination in the
selection of children as gifted may be accoulted for by several factors. To begin
with, parents and teachers were asked to rate different aspects of each child's
behavior: the items on the parents' Malone and Abraham questionnaires asked
about parents, home and family experiences, and the items on the teachers' Ren-
zulli questionnaire asked about school experiences. Also, parents were not
specially trained to observe discrete behaviors, language, and other
characteristics in their children. Although teachers received no special training
regarding gifted and talented children's characteristics, they were master's or
doctoral candidates in Child/Human Development, and therefore trained in
observing and evaluating specific behaviors.

The Gifted and Talented Program for Preschoolers

The program for very young gifted children at Texas Tech does not, at first
glance, appear to be much different from a more traditional preschool laboratory
unit associated with a four-year instructional college. The schedule includes free
play, circle time, learning centers, snack-time, outdoor activities, and sharing
among faculty. student teachers, undergraduate students and children.

Each child's program of curriculum is based on tested or observed strengths.
Plans are developed for each child based on objectives for meeting unique
individual needs. Question and answer techniques create flexible and expansive
opportunities for both the child and the adults involved in the program.

Individualized Programming. For the "free play" and learning centers por-
tions of the program, the environment is always prepared to serve specific objec-
tives for each child. Usually such preparations include materials and ideas design-
ed to challenge at least three developmental levels, even though the chronological
ages of the children may be very similar. For example:

During the construction of a city made with large ,:ardooard boxes, the
children worked cooperatively although at different developmenta! levels. The
younger children in the group worked very persistently at painting the boxes
w:tit large bruslies and cutting doors and windows in the "buildings." The
older children worked briefly with the painting and then moved on to more
complex activities. Through cooperative "brainstorming," these children
decided what the individual buildings should he in our community and began
making signs for those designations as well as for the posting of the office
hours or "hours of operation." Finally, the children worked out what the flow
of traffic and parking areas should be and constructed and posted the ap-
propriate traffic lights and/or signs.

Prereading and Prenumher Activities. All activities include opportunities for
those children who cannot yet read or write, while encouraging the children who
can represent ideas by use of letters or numbers to do so. For example:

The children were divided into three groups according to their perceived devel-
opmental ages. Each gronp was shown the same picture P.nd asked to "write a
tort'" pertaining to the pict..re. A college student wrote down the sentences

that the children used in telling theii stories. The highest developmentally -aged
groups helped with some of the actual printing. When the three groups were
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finished, they all registered surprise that another group could look at the same
picture and write a story different from the one they had written.

Leadership and Tutorial Experience. Each lesson plan is compiled so that
children at higher developmental levels can become tutors for the children who
are less advanced. This planning is based on the idea that both the tutors and
those taught will benefit. For example.

hopscotch pattern was outlined on the carpet using masking tape. The first
time it was presented the teacher explained the rules for the game. At this point
only the oldest child in the group, Tucker, was interested in the activity. He
played hopscotch for almost one hour perfecting his ability arid learning the

rules. The next week this same acikity was available dui inv. die "lire
;lib e' time, at which time Nlarc,.1 and Kathleen, the two youngest children in the
croup, became interested in the task. This time Tucker became the "teacher"

wh,.211 it appeared to him that they were unable to do successfully the :ask
as pre,ented, he altered some of the rules in order to allow them some success.
I he third time the activity was available, two other children decided to attempt

and again recessed instruction from Tucker. Both times when Tucker assurn-
_; the role of teacher," the children being taught by him accepted and
.,,.ctIctorned his help since they had observed his mastery of the task upon its first
pre,entation.

1-80 Case Histories

to,o examples from experiences of children who attended Texas Tech are
itidi,:atict of what ,:an happen later on when a gifted child is pros ided with this
ktnci of education during the preschool years. In both cases, parents were very in-

\ oked in the development and formal education of their children. In both cases,
pttrent, sver: able to use the fact that their children had been eh.cted for the

p:e,chool Fogrant to gain the dcxihiiity their chiliren needed front elementary
;ftirMni,,trators.

,',as tested t-e\ Ltral days following his fourt;,, birthday in 1978. His IQ score
tI placed hitt, ,11 a mental age or just over 5 year-, He read a book judged

at third grade reading level, and he was solving mathematical problems at
ill second to fourth grade level. He talked animatedly about plants and

attintais conersat,ion with hi, father, who is a farmer :,nd builder. Admit-
tedly, the IQ test did not seem to evaluate his mental si as high as they
were displayed in conversation with his father.

\\ hen Fri,: left the program, his father requested that the school li.,triet
i,lace him in second gradeinstead of first grade; the school system (after
much di.cu, stow placed hint in second vradeeen though he was smaller
111,111 (other cnikiten of ills chronological age and some,d,h,tt sh:, as compared to

her five-year-olds.

Now at 8 years of age, he is in fifth gr.,de and results of recent achievement
tests show that he is functioning a; the top level in ad -nee achievement at grade
12.6, with his lowest !eye', of iunctioning hi language at the 7.4 grade level.

Throughout his lour years since the first evaluation at the Texas Tech program,
his father has insisted at home and at .school that he he encouraged to learn
ahout special projects that interest him most as well as complete all assignments
that were required of the other children. His have seemed to
develop congruently with his intellectual prowess. His rather reported in 1982

as he entered fifth grade that the much larger and older children were more ac-
:epting of him than ho chpatotogical age- mates and Fric_ who wa-, listening,
agreed. I like the kid di my toorn!"
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Sarah, entered the program with an IQ score above 135. Nlother and father
obser:ation rated the child as a high-level achiever. Again, the father was par-
ticularly interested and supportive of the program and curriculum individually
prepared for his daughter. Sarah was allowed early entry to the Lubbock In-
dependent School District's first gradeafter consultations between the pre -

chool head teacher and the first grade teacher. During the 1981-82 school
year, Sarah moved with her family to another state, where she was tested to
determine appropriate grade placement. She <s as placed in the second grade for
the 1982-83 academic year.

Whether or not Eric's and Sarah's IQ .:ores predict from four and three years
of age, respeenvely, to adult IQ scores is not yet known. But the Stanford-Binet
and other tests selected these children for admission to Teyas Tech's gifted/
talented program, their parents continued to provide support emotionally and
with special activities in the home, and the children accelerated their perfor-
mances. As Roedell, Jackson, and Robinson (19801 pointed out:

IQ gains...can hardly be expected from a group of children whose mean IQ is
already at the 99th percentile. Evaluation of academic achievement poses the
same problem, with the added difficulty that academic achievement tests norm-
cd for preschool -aged children not allow them to demonstrate the advanced
academic skills of which they arc often capable (p. 76).

As there has been little follow-up study of gifted pre-schoolers, parents
could write case histories of their own children and encourage pre-school pro-
grams to keep information files. Eventually, comparisons could be made between
gifted children who participate in early entry and acceleration and those who do
not.

1. Become Knowledtiteahle About What It Means To Be "Gifted and
Talented."

Find out wont action you can take to help your child develop his or her full
potential. Read all you can, observe all you can, interact as often as you can.
Most of all. know what it means TO YOUR CHILD to be gifted. The exceptional

lent may be unique and not usually observed in other children of the same age.
the chart that follows (Tahie II) for sample characteristics that may aid in

identifying your child as gifted and talented.

2. Observe Your Child!
The earlier you discover your child's gift, and talents, the earlier you can en-

courage those capabilities. Since parents have more opportunities for closely in
teracting with their children during the early years, ,iou more than anyone else
can observe your child's interests, needs, typical response:,, and unusual
l-chav:ors. Recording of observationsusing checklists or noting anecdotally
wttat the child did or saidprovides useful information :dilating the child's
abilities (as well as providing you with pleasant mernoiles irs

Set A Family Council.
When a child's interests and needs arc known, a family nu-t ide which of

:hese can best he given attention Initiate a family council father, mother, child
where you, the parents, and your child have a chance to he seen and he heard.

and to hear and see each other. This might begin earlywhen your child is just
beginning to talk and obviously wants to make some choices. (Of course, a family

eared can begin when a child is at any age.)
t he choii.c. offered to a child must be limited to what is appropriate for his or

her level or maturity. For example, You might offer a choice bet .veen two items at
ty, o years developmentally., three items at three years, four at four years. You, as
the parent, must use your Years of experience to select opportunities that
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T.ABLF II

IDENTIFYIN(.; CHARACTERISTICS OF GIFTED AND TALENTED CHILDREN from two to six
:ars of age (samples of items are listed helow)

' , I I ( I I '.D114,1I1/. 1,1 AI 3 Pi ki(IF11\(.

III \/I I I I

1fki,/\i JI/S.

1:0: hit 1II \%1

If I N/I I I I Itt I I

I

Pi N./I I I I Nfl I I I

i4110V, appiuprftt II.CCiii;111(11. your Child. The ehOiCe, must he ae-

,...e;ittlhle 0 on, because once he hIu ,,elects an alternative, the family should
itonor that choice. At the ann:: time, at a family r lec!irw, a child Icarn ON!! not

only his her needs deeive attention but ak., iii. others have reque,.. and needs

de,..rving of con ideration,

4. Communicvte Open With Your Presc.,.;o1 Chiid.
),,!e and ,upportive coicanunications hen the feelings

eomilnii-,iLated are neptive as well e. All Ilrii halt especially gifted

and talented children, need to he able to .2onni.iii .,. ihnnt the hollowing:

feelii,;:s of being different:
wavt, to capitalim on rte' lreIiuiil
\A.,' to deal vitil criticism, sarca,n-., oil her ltiieo.
CN1Ve OF unrealktik. c:\..-.)cctatio;) of onel-, self:
deek/on. to he madeC.V., where to hang clothe,, pot tv,tt shoe. place
O'Arl pi,r,ite
or or cvu'il to attend ontr,cums to l ted).
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5. Arrange Home' Yard/Play Facilities To Promote Exploration/Questioning.
aunt children pride in choosing their own spacea roc m or corner

of a room for their coiiect.ons of rocks, shelis, or birds nests, their prefe:red
toys, projects, drawings. clay sculptures, musical instruments, etc. Children also
enjoy havina their own private place to play. Es en a small plot of out-of-
doors provides opportunities, for seeds to be planted, vegetables and flowers to
'cross, in,,e;K 10 he nam,ined, water and sand rocks and wood piles, and an
observation place from which to watch weather _hanges. From such exploration
and questioHing about nature and living things, young scientists may evolve.

(.-t. Support A Program For Preschool Gifted/Talented Children.
ear: chilohood program for developing the potential of preschool gifted

and talented children can become a demonstration model for the continuation of
special educational pro .rams through the early elementary grades. The Special
Prog:am for Gifted and Talented Children at Texas Tech has been supported by
parents \vho have initiated a city-wide effort to establish a program for gifted
children f-orn kindergarten through the twe:fth grade. The use of multiple
measure'; for idenifying gifted preschool children and of individualized program
planning for each child in the preschool program provides the basis for the Lub-
bock Independent Sell( of Dist:ict's placement of the cnildren from the Special
Program into !ire public school classrooms.

7. Share Ideas With Other Parents And Edlicators.
Parents of gifted children find it helpful to talk with each other about their

children's special needs, and often can wo:k together to create more oppor-
tunities for meeting those nerds. Beginning as a group of parents -.vhose children
wet': enrolled i.; tiie T-exas Tech Special Program, the parent group invited the
l.tinhock Superintendent of Sehooi:,, prineipal, of elementary schools, interested
tcaehers. o: the primary grades, and Texas Tech administrators to a

discus, he means for a Lily-wide and school-wide educational pro -
cram plan for gifted and talented Lbildren. Positive rest- !.,e from all parts of the
L(\minitaiL has resulted in a thriving. though beginr!in.. program for th.., gifted.

K. Select The Best Teacher Available For Your Child.
`Hu. the parents, are the single most important force in dl:veloping 'cur child's

potential. But the teacher who complements your work i!, mf:ia: to whether or
riot yOtlr school eNperient.es will he valuable. F lift licrrar.:. :he teacher can

m'"." you toward specific behavior, and responses that
eate posH.,e cnklrpninent for learnina. For both the teacher and

parer\ H. es!,entird qualities for en,)!!rai]ing a gifted child's abilities are:

keen interest about a lot of things,
an alert ability to observe helms ors, events, and la!, cif yorang ,:h

sparkling sense of humor:
,Thil:01/Y hr the !. cry voting, tnnriaially intell!eent
t ability to Ice flexihle with time, teet,Jirt, paet: and schedule. and

6 cin ahni!Y to zu:alyze, svi!thes:/e, and articulate %co:: interests, rxeds,
and ahilhies It1 other',

Arrange A Play/Work Group.
I he -progrpm for maximum \ des tiopmen: o; :,arur child's potential may

small number of children playing, discovering, and asking questions about
cents (HI veu provide f.or a plav/wo: L. group in our own living room, base-
t.ent, of had,: yard. Children's egarded by them as their "work"can be
t:nHed through prcparLd environnkeis that are easi:y as effective in your home as
in preschool. sonic of nment,, co!Ild he:
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mixing and baking (cocoa . p,uddine, casseroles);
plat i tg (vegetables. fic,v,ers;, weeding. raki.:
housekeeping by both -.:)vs and girls (making the bed. cleaning and organiz-
ing the toy shelves, poli Ping silveiware, folding or sorting and putting away

Provide Cr"atiNe Responses 1') Lir Child's Learning Needs.
,eing in tt pr.,:school prograiti c:.]cational setting such as a small

sviy.' work co.-nun r.-,Ay not even provide the potential for learning that you as a
ent can o: e- to your l.'s the e:tvironment-for-learning that

.'who" dttc, it or "where it is accomplished are the means to the
,eek for your child. Plel.se remember that much developmental progress

t-,'cu 7s for evcryoneand probably especial's' for very young childrenin very
circurnyances. %N. }:at Sometime passes as a small incident can he a,-1

,t milestone for problem-solving an,: int ormation-pro,:essing that is stored
for latci use

isit Local School Board Meetings.
_tucLtional goals you seek for your child's schooling are dependent upon

'he support (enthusiasm, commitment, attitude; of your local school board
,,.nihers. Although a program for the gifted can he developed by re-thinking
tcre dollars h,j,t can he spent to produce a sequential developmental program

uli Chi!,'121[rather man by allocation of large sums of money I.', special pi-o-
umming for gifted children onis funds are still needed to:

. des .lop and evalua:e lndiyiduali,ed programs for gifted children with
intcre,

2, ;rjj11 how to Htiate thc,,e nrogr;Ins; and
research jests for asst.:,,ing strengtly; in intellectual. leadership. per-
forming arts, creativity, academic nchie.-ement.

12. Volunteer To Serve As A Parent Representativ.
AS a representative Of parents' concerns serving on a community.

_ttinmittee, you can:

enlist the help ot committed p!.erlt,s and local support groups that may
rii;;Ke the difference in wheTher or not yot: obtain funding for gifted and
tatenteu persons in your

'a that star,: :,Ioliars for ed!!cation he allocated 'or local pre,,thool and
nrograms,

1,nd ol!, how corn state and ;ocal school district are currently distributing
tcnd,. gifted education.. and

4. if a competitive propo,,a1 must he written 'n order to obtain state funds for
allocation to your school district, submit promising ideas for ohtz.Cning the
dollarsideas that you believe will capture the attention of the committee
judging the proposals.

13. insist On Adequate Training Of TeachersEspecially At The Preschool
Level.

You will be working with teachers at the preschool level and all the way
sch,.-A-* You have become knowledgeable about what to expect from

your child h) observation and interaction with your child, by your rending, and
hy discussing your child's behaviors, langua;,' and responses with other parent,
ot gifted children. Research suggests to us that you, the parents of preschool
Lnildren. are better judge, of vow child's giftedness than are most teachers
(Jacobs, 1971; Cilia, et al., 1974). The teachers of gifted children need and
deserve specit'ic training in how to start individualized programs for each child
during the early yearseither within school or before formal education begins.

school,
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14. Encourage 1 her Training Institutions Th Provide Specialized Courses
And Degrees.

Universities' curricula are notoriouly difficult to change very quickly. You,
the taxpayer who pays the bill- for higher education, can hether or not
speLialized courses are prey.,:ied for training "teachers of the gifted and
ntiented." Write letters to the deans, of the instructional collages with depart-
ments (home economics, education, psycholog.) that prepare and certify public
and prkate school teachers. Tell them the quallficatiotns ne'edeci to adequately
trait: teacners of the gifted an talented. Necessary requisites for becoming a
teacher of the gifted include the

4 to K. an open-minded, auestor for knowledge;
to a.:cept and promote the flourishing of divergent. L;T:jat;VC, and expansive

Y) be intensely intereqed in the dynamics of chaLge;
1.)e acutely aw;=tre a uniguenesc

t, ohserve highly specific behaviors;
(o :expend high energy output and like it:
:c, he compassionate and empathic.
to conceptualize how ;,:.1owIt2dge discovered in the group or by individuals
Jr, be ,:hanneled to allow individuals to progress through a hierarchy of

learning le; els--from knowledge to synthesis and evaltrcion (Bloom, 1956);
and
above all, to he a learnerin addition to being a teacher or parent.

15. Request Early School Admission--If Your Child Seems Ready.
have found that entering school early seems to accelerate

leartiinu for tits ytHing gifted child (Hobson, 1949; Braga, 1969, 1971). It seems
logical to insist that school boards realize that grouping for learning at develop
mental ale (the agc ::Bich a certain behavior or characteristic is evident), nit
chronological age Hrthdate;, allows all children of similar developmental
age to intert,:t or pt.- zogether. When your child plays, works and competes
..vith children of capabilities, he sine feels slight tension and challenge

us. al!:, f. ic,nning a delightful ;)tn-ience. Feelings of competence and
vsorth result.
16. Lobby State And Nation:d I tT,i-Iltors.

Parents are tt:c:payers as well a:, 1 _1rents of Preschool e:.ildren. Contact your
state and federal government representatives: let tti'm know what programs are
needed in your community at the preschool, elYmentary, st...:ondary, and college/
.inivcrsity levels. Request that information about legislation regare:ing "gifted

talented programs he sent to you, with an indication of What action the
intend,, io take on it. By return mail or telephone call, indicate to

legislator( sour position on legislation. Communicate with :',our support groups
..thout 'ghat is happening regarding giftedness, and

gain their backing for V01.11- position.

17. Identify And Use Community Resources That Support Gifted Education.
Certain ctvic and social organizations in your community can be contacted in

order to enii,t their support for gifted and talented education; examples include
he tikHr League and the League of Women Voters. These groups are powerful

lobbying units with state and national legislatures.

18. Contact Industry/Corporations That Are IntereAee. Maximum Develop-
ment Of !Littman Potential.

By viewing local commercials on television, you Can begin to list the industties
and corporations that might have a commitment to developing the brightest
minds. These companies are: strong contributors to the community's tax base,
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and, therefore, to its educational system. Locate a supporter who can represent
the cotimuntHy's gifted students and their need for ;oval corporate funds that
micht he allocated for releimt discretionary programs.

19. Insist On A Second ENaluation Of Your ChildIf You Think It

Banc parents belie% e then , id to be gifted and talented, but the child is not
selected for the special prograr If you observe in your child unusual characteris-
n,:s of intellectual ability, leadership, achievement, musical or dramatic ability,

it_: and if ou really biieve that he or she could profit from participat-
ing L'. i progrnm, insist :hat tne testing, evaluation, and/or admission per-
sonnel reasess you: child's abilities.

2:;. Continue Your Zest For [Awning About Giftedness And Talentedness.
Ihe sy..tematic study of gifted and talented preschoolers and support systems

that meet these children's needs is ,. relatively new one. Identification procedures
are not well refined. Ail in the field are struggling to find new, fresh insights.
I earning how to des slop the peak potentials of extremely talented, very young in-

idunls is only beginning_ Your observations and contributions can continue to
el the mysteries of the human personality and intellect.
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Introduction

Affective
Development

(Th, -,sing an all-day educational setting for a preschool gifted child is often a
difficult process for parents. One problem is that adequate testing to identify
giftedness during the early childhood years is rarely available. In fact, some
psychologists and educators believe that children cannot be accurately identified
as gifted before the age of eight or nine (Whitemore, 1980). Thus, even though
parents are usually the first to suspec: the presence of unusual gifts or abilities in
their child, it is often impossible to have their intuitions confirmed. Nevertheless,
educational decisions need to be made, especially by parents w ho work and must
arrange all-day care for their children.

Another difficulty is a lack 0:' preschool programs designed to address the
special strengths and vulnerabilities of gifted children. A recent national survey,
reported by Karnes (1980), identified 113 existing programs at the preschool and
primary level for gifted and talented. Of these only five programs admitted
children below kindergarten age.

It appears that the responsibility for determining that their child's special needs
are met is left to the parents of the gifted child. This means that parents need to
be aware of the characteristics of gifted children, especially their special
vulnerabilities; they also need to know what constitutes a quality iticational set-
ting. Day care that serves the best interests of a child offers a close :catch between
meeting developmental needs and providing educational programming. Deter-
mining if such a match exisis in a given educational setting becomes a very impor-
tant task facing parents. It is the purpose of this paper to ickolify some of the
issues and concerns related to this task and to provide some guidelines for
evaluating the learning env:ronment of a day care setting.

Programs for the gifted preschool child should include activities designed to
foster growth in all developmental areas. Because of the nature of giftedness, it is
useful to emphasize that children's development does not proceed at the same
rate in all areas. Giftedness in one area, such as intellectual development, does
not mean that a child will demonstrate advanced abilities in other areas, such as
physical de\ e?opment or social development. Also, while rates of development
differ from one child to another due to differences in inherited traits and in envi-
ronmental opportunities, a developmental stage itself cannot be skipped.

This is especially important when considering the social-emotional area, other-
wise known as affective development. The term "affect" is used to describe a
child's self-concept, attitudes toward school and learning, social interaction
skills, and other related learnings. There is widespread belief among early child-
hood educators that cultivation of young children's affect is of equal or perhaps
greater importance than cultivation of their intellect (Goodwin & Driscoll, 1982).
Others state the same idea in a little different way:

. . . it is our position that the noncognitice experiences children have prior to
school entry are major determinants of what the: will !earn in school, and what
they arc willing to learn. It is also our belief that the way the school and its
teachers interact with children has a major effect on emotional and social

:velopment (Seagull & Kallen, 1978, p. 3).

Enzer and Goin (1978) wrote that:

The emotional status of a child as well as his ability or inability to interact with
others are major prerequisites for intellectual development (p. 17).

One of the most important affective experiences is the opportunity to play with
friends or peers in a social context; this is termed "peer interaction." Hartup, one
of the researchers who has contributed most to our understanding of the impor-
tance of peer interaction, states: "Most social scientists think of child-child rela-
tions as subordinate events in personality development. Peer relations, however,
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Vulnerabilities
Associated
With
Giftedness

..onTribctc s;b,,tantially to the development of social competencies in children'.
(1978, p. 1).

Opportunities to interact with peers and to learn how to _tet along are so impor-
tant that a number of researchers nave stated that it is possible to predict later
mental statt;s on ratings of peer acceptance in childhood i liartup, 1978). A
greater incidence of emotional problems in adulthood has been found to be
associated with poor peer relations in childhood. The significance of this for
parents of gifted children is not to imply that intellectually gifted children cannot
also he well- adjusted, but to remind barints of the importance of balance be-
tween opportunities fot intellectual development and opportunities for social and
emotional growth. T.) help parents nurture this balance, an alertness to the spe-
cial ulnerabilities of gifted children is paramount.

It is important to focus attention on tl ;a:er relationships of gifted children
because many times these children have d ltv socializing., not necessarily with
adultt,, bus with their own age-mates. As arc,... , a gifted child may be allowed to
rend hours alone playing with blocks or involved in other solitary activities. but
gay -.ot he given sufficient opportunities to develop socially.
Although it is coihmon to think of peers as those of the same chronological

in fact Kart up points out that children the same age differ greatly in size, in-
capacities, physical skills, and social abilities. Thus, probably the best

wav to think of peers is that they may be at the same chronological age, and they
may not. For the gifted child, it is likely that a peer in the intellectual area would
be somewhat older; in the social area, a peer may be younger, or the same age, or
older.

Gifted children have been found to ha-. other vulnerabilities associated with
heir giftedness (Whitemore, 1980). Fur example, gifted children are particularly
.linerable t the emotional stress and social conflict that may result when

ctildren Lire required to adapt to environments that run counter to their inner
limy gifted children develop an unusual ability to concentrate and have a

need to I inish a task before beginning a new activity. Consequently, they find it
very difficult to be in an educational setting where prearranged blocks of time are
allocated for various activities. If a child is not allowed to finish a task, and if the
child finds no emotional support for the need to finish the task, and if this
represent", a recurring pattern of how this situation is handled, negative attitudes
may very well ensue. The fact that society tends to reward conformity only in-
creases the burden on the gifted child who already is finding it difficult to adapt
to situations requiring conformity. Long term stress of this nature can contrl' -le
to serious problems as the child gels older.

Another, related vulnerability of gifted children is their tendency to be per-
fectionistic. There appear, to be on inner drive for perfection and when a task
cannot be completed or completed to the child's standards, the child may
withdraw, refuse to try, and become disinterested. It is known that gifted children
tend to be highly critical of themselves. Parents also, without meaning to, some-
times push their child m various ways because of the giftedness. A child may be
expected to excel in all areas. When children begin to :sense failure and/or that
they are being used to fulfill the parent's own ego needs, they may rebel,
withdraw, or demonstrate erratic behavior. Of course, a tendency to project onto
others as a means of coping with a sense of inadequacy and failure is very real.
and parents need to he aware of that. What is needed is a learning environment
!flat supports the development in all areas, yet reflects the special stresses
to which the gifted child is vulnerable.

Another area of concern is the sensitivity of the gifted child. Gifted children
tend to pick up cues, both verbal and nonverbal. very quickly. This can lead to a
sense of social isolation because the attitudes and behavior of adult,, including
their nonverbal behavior, may communicate resentm:mt or reject tun to the child.
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isolation from age -mates can result from name calling or expressions
env,. ytie cannot, of course, protect the child from these experiences but we

can try to prepare him or her to cope with them. For example, name calling is
perceived as a kind of social failure. Yet all sorts of failures are a fact of life.
Parents should be alert to mfdlehaviors which may be indicative of the child's
,:p se of inadequacy or social dation. They should also help prepare children by
teaching them to deal with the failure experiences in their lives. For the gifted
child this is especially important because of the heightened sensiti\ ities often
associa:,cci with giftedness.

Schooling., especially during the early years, should support parents' desires
and goals for the healthy deveicpment of their gifted child. Finding quality day
care is often a very difficult process because of contraints of time, money,
distance, and the limited resources of the center. Added to these considerations is
the need for parents to find an educational setting that reinforces, outside the
home, those values and attitudes that they are trying to teach at home. Learning
how and what to observe in a day care center is critical, and for the parents of a
gifted child it is further complicated by their child's special vulnerabilities.

The Day Care and Child Development Council of America has produced an ex-
ceHem set of guidelines for choosing a day-care center. These guidelines are
available from the National Association of State Boards of Education, 4-44 N.
c'iipitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20001. The following chart summarizes these
'.:.idelines. It includes the observation categories, examples of issues for parents
to consider and questions to help guide their observations.

The learning environmerf is divided into four major categories: the
phy!tical setting, the interactional setting, the program, and the social-emotional
climate. For each of these categories, isstie or areas of concern are described.
Then, as a means of further defining the issues, groups of questions are posed to
help parents make specific observations.

It is hoped that awareness of some special vulnerabilities of gifted preschool
children coupled wit. guidelines for selecting chi' 'are is responsive to
these vtilnerabili!ies will assist parents in making ni :rc informed, and thus more
sat i act -v, clay-care decisions.
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QI-ESTIONS TO GLIDE OBSERVATIONS

place is titers can get off
ny himself or hcr,c11-;tld hale ,once pria,:y7

Floss does the setting change for t :c children
durirg the long day? What provisions arc
there for more intimate grouping: at certain
time, (during meaL, rest, storytelling, early
mottling, late afternoon, before lunch)?

Are there materials for structured activities
(such As puzzles, counting hoards, pegs,
Hects, dominoes, form boards, etc.) as well

materi', lot unstructured activities (such
as clay, woodworking, dramatic play,
1,...)? Is there a balance or does one kind
p-ecioniinate? Which?

D.) most materials inspire children to
tfic:::litful experimentation or do they
:nerdy lend theruselve, to perfunctory per-
forroalic:? (e.g., a large wooden clump truck
versus a wind-up /0y.1

Arc :here certain times that some events take
place each day? Arc these rigidly adhered to
or is there some flexibility (i.e., have a snack
a little later because n'ost children arc still
deeply engaged in a project, or a little earlier
because children are tired after a trip, or go
outdoors early because children are restless
after several days of rain, Describe.

Flow do the children indicate whether there
is enough time allowed for them to finish an
activity or whether the time allotted is too
brief?
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QUESTION TO GI:II:E: OBSERVATIONS

How does the teacher >i sw tolerance of
child like demands, of i:-npatience, mood
seines, self assertion, 7Tegativisra, irripulsiv-
ity, exuberance, bragg.ug, angry feelings.
tears, testing behavior? Hess does she or he
guide the children. at such tines toward ade-
quate coping and acceptable behavior?

Are questions raised with children that corn-
municay: a real interest in learn'. i? "I
wonder what will happen to the -now if we
,nit it on the radiator ? '')

Are the teacher's questions open-ended,
thought-inducing quest tins or are they close-
ended. i.e., there is only one right answer?

explained or does .he teacher "lay
down the la \C'?

Describe opportunitie for meaningful
intera,tions Amon:: children in this setting.
Are groups kept r:._n,onahly intimate so
children can net to know and enjoy each
other, or are they so large that children are
overwhelmed by the crowd, the noise and
commotion? Note the importance assigned
to sociability in this program: are interac-
tions fostered, are children shushed or in
other ways discouraged from relating, or
are they left to their own devices?

Do children tell each other about their ex-
periences or demonstrate to each other a
newly-learned skill?

Is there opportunity to interact with children
front a variety of backgrounds embracing
different life styles'? is interest in and respect
for differences manifested by introducing
different foods, stories, holiday celcbratio:ic,
musi(:, attire, etc.? Are children encourage"
to explore both ...tferenecs and commonali-
ties?
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7;,c 70y.ram component, build
,elf-eteem and

o:- :he part of the
children (arc mirror: used? are hoo;;. nra

ith LhildiL entitled. "ThinEs
I earned To Do. etc.? are there
photo:2raph, of children, height art,:
ineaq.ircrnent? do children care f(-- pet.
:.ounger children? dictate ster;L
thcm,,,elvos? perform short choir r. r0)5e
lreelv to inu.ic?
Decribc the and levek of svrohoiie
play in. Note the variety
rat dramatiL and creative expres:ons that arc
II onLzoing pan of the curriculum. What arc

route of the mean', tied through which the
5iron rcpre,.ent their ideas, experiencts
concerns? blocks. woodwork,

painting. dance, ,vmholic play, Lii,:td'ion of
-toner and poems.

Dencribe teaching strategies most apparent
ill thi, setting. (',;e lie match bet \een:
at teaching strategie, and competent func-
tioning by the children and b) teaching
methods and developmental needs of a
gi\ en group. In what v. no does the teacher's
guidance assure the binJ of feelings and
:Ittitude,, that permit thy .2hildren's concen-
tration on the learnit, hand?

Are mot activitie', initiated ho children or
ho teachers? 1,, there a balance of both?

Ire children allowed to complete what they
are involved in or must children stop at the
ran:, moment to do something else'? What
happens to those children who are finish-
ed while most of the others are still involv-
ed? '-loss are children helped to move on
when persevering in a task'?
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Introduction

Part One: What
Does Our
Culture Look
Like Today?

Phrases describing the world today as an "information society" point to an im-

, ehange taking place as the. ao.e of compiitcrs graduaily replaces the indus-

tf,...: age. Trm technological progress in turn is bringing about changes in our
umic structure and in our values an relief;.

'I'hough teehhological progress has undoubtedly solved some old problems, it
afo has ci,-eaed new problems in the areas of, for example, environmental pollu-
tion. energy depletion, inflation, unemployment and underemploynt,tm. To put

another way, our society continues to grapple with enormous and complex
problems in spite of (and sometimes because of) ot.r great technological ad-
L.nees. `let we often persi,.I in our belief that "solutions'' will be found through

scientific discoveries such as computers, telecommunication devices, or advanced

-rax machines.
It veri: well may he that solutions to the pes of problems demand a different

kind of thinking than the scientific thought that produces technological devices.
What we may need are bold and imaginative ideas, developed by creative thinking
patterns that look at problmJs from a global perspective. A global perspective
emphasi/c-. TeLitin.t a prohlc-in to its broader context, ratht:tr than examining it in

on. For example, the present trend in holistic medicine emphasizes the well-
Peitt., of the entire person's physical, emotional and mental health, rather than
just the part of the body that hurts. The implication of this for our progress as a
.oetely t, tat we may have undergone a primarily one-sided development of

ledge and technological skills without a parallel development of
coneern for ltin,an and social affairs

Pt:vents of gifted and talented children have a special chance to influence our

critir21 ;May
nation's future progress. far the abilities of their children are a highly valuable

human resource. Helping diildren dc.vclop their abilitie s. is more
than ever before. Parents have lit,' important role of creating an environment at
home that is continually stimulatii.,: to children as they grow, and of playing and
working V,1:11 Them, and listening and talking to them as their learning develops
through new experiences. In this way, parents encourage ,:hildfen to become
aware of and to maximize their own capacities, and to become problem solvers
vt, ho can ultimately offer creative solutions in the world they will inherit.

To nuclei-stand the context that has produced these needs in our society, an
over% iew of current social and cultural changes is provided in Part One of this ar-
ticle. Part Two gives some suggestions for creating a home environment that ern-

phasiies the development of certain skills related to this larger social environ-

ment: thinking 'fic.1 learning skills, language and communication ability, and
and imagination.

Today, many believe that our former ideas about progress and the "good life"

:ire no longer 'These ideas include the assumption that advances in
:echnology would enable us to live easier and more fulfilled lives. Reliance on
:chnologicai and materialistic advances has not, how(-er, produced an end to

p,,,erty or economic problen:,. nor has it resulted in universally happy lives for
Individual members of our society.

Thus it is little wonder that people arc asking serious questions about how to
iive a QualiL. life. This is evidcced by the increased interest in the quality of the
tvorkplace, in the greater m: ,_:s of people joining social and spiritual organiza-

:ions, and in the current focus on general health and fitness. These changes in
lues parallel changes in technology and the economy. A discussion of these

arras will provide, it i
hoped. a global perspective on ci.:rrent trends in our

so,detv.
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Technologica! Changes

_ commun isations .,,._Aolut.on brought about by
aL% an.Jes in tecanoioilv. earlier rL ,lutions in communicationsthe
.:.efopinent lit human ,peech, introduction of and the invention of
nhtinc---ieLl tr. new tvnes of info,;:hation una new way, GI sharing it. so too, the

rani cry of new comma:-.i,:ations technology is transforming society

arc all around us. Largo numbers of people toe now connected to in-
rormaLl.. about the ',:orld through ,..xpanding use of
,Jahle radio, telcgranh ..phone, video tape, video discs, computers,
and other teleeommunio. H, des ices are intensifing interchange among people
Hi in er the world, as wed as increasing the sheer amount of information avail-
able. The information is itself increasingly diverse and so are its sources.

A problem teat all individuals and societies face today is the need for publicly
interpreting such a large volume of information. Once we krow all these facts,
how are we to decide what they mean to us? Determining shat information
rneans is accomplished by discussing facts and negotiating ideas. The basic skill
lcessary for determining meaning is the ability to communicate effectively.

Communication skills include the ability to listen in addition to expressing
oneself and articulating ideas. Those who communicate with ease and conviction
will find that their interpretation of infG,mation has greater influence. Commu-
nicators who also understand the implications of their skills are in a position of
areater potential influence than those who posscss neither the skills nor the under-
standing.

Further, the role of parents goes beyond helping children to develop both skills
,'.1:6 ali uncielstanding of the importance or ..;ommunication. A spe,..:ific skill can
he practiced and rehearsed, but an appropriate attitude is acquired in a more sub-
tle fashion. Yet it is no less important to develop realistic attitudes toward what
technology can and cannot do.

A parent's attitude is seldom hidden from a child. We are living in an age that
provides us with a multitude of technological conveniences, but technology in
and of itself does not provide answers to questions or solutions to problems.
Human values, judgment and communication cannot be replaced by any
machine. Discussion of the implications of such a stance toward technology will
encourage critical thinking and value testing by children starting at an early age.
such a discussion is particularly relevant in light of the electronic games and
classroom computers with which children are so fascinated.

Economic Changes

oday we also are experier eing changes in the econorn that are closely linked
technological change. We rued to be a society that focused primarily on pro-

duciag goods. But now we have become a society whose primary economic ex-
change consists of the buying and selling of services. Statistics provide a dramatic

cation of this trend. In 1923, 530 of the workforce worked in manufactur-
ing, commcice, and industry, and 19% worked in information, education, and
service industries. Toda -. the corresponding percentages indicate that 29% of the
woI kforce are involved in the production of goods, and 67% are working in ser-
vices. By the year 2000, experts project that only 22010 of the workforce will be in
manufacturing compared to 76% in the information and service industries.

Out of these changes, a new kind of economy is emerging that relies on dif-
ferent kinds of resources and forms of production. For example, an economy
that is based on manufactured products requires, creates, and depends on forms
of energy such as electricity, oil, gas. coal and nuclear power. The emerging new
service economy r-lies on technologies such as computers and videodiscs that, in
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turn, rLiy more hu>vily on services and on economic activities. In a service
economy, the emphasis shifts to the exchange of specialized skills for money or

her skiiis. and these skills are, in turn, based on having certain information.
we adjust. to these changes, we will need to develop different ways of

Ha:Mg to people in our work and personal lives. Instead of the traditional
authoriti.irian relationships, more supportive, egalitarian models become neces-
sary. Everyone in society will have more access to information than they do at
pi cst.mt, and this access will create a more equal basic from which to com-
municate. As a result, new interpersonal relationships will emerge withal
families, between workers and management, and between workers and clients or

consumers.
It is important for parents to have an idea of these new directions within our

economy for several reasons. The first is to help guide their child toward appro-
pria7e st....idy and eventual career choices. The second is to provide an environ-
mentin terms of organization of family life and attitudes and values modeled
by the fainilythat encourages children to maximize their potential. Finally,
parents can do much to help their children develop the skills that are most
valuable in an information society; such skills include critical thinking and the use

of creativity and imagination in problem solving.
To prepare children and adults for this new ociety, the very nature of learning

itself must change, In an industrial society, what" is learned is particularly
important, because specific actions must be carried out to produce specific pro-

ducts. In an in;',-.rriiatlon society, however, the "what" is no longer as important
as the "how." Children need to learn how to think, make decisions, solve prob-
lems, and use HiOrmation. "I-hey need to know how to synthesize, interpret and
negotiate the meaning of information, and how to apply their knowledge

catb.c thinkirrsi to finding o!utiors for rnotinql pr^1-siPmc
In short, a learning society requires that learners beLome far less passive and

both more active and interactive. Critical and creative thinking and communica-
:ion skills become increasingly important, as successful interpersonal relation-
ships and dynamic prohIcin-Qolving become more integral to the functioning of
in imormation and service -batted economy.

Oranges

,:cl-,nological and economic changes arc producing value shifts. Whenever

culture is in a y iod of transition, many peop'e find it difficult to understand and
accept the changes. This has been the case in our society for the past few years.
lilhe economic and to hological changes are ,:os 'using and leave people feeling
unstable and more vuircrable to foreign turmoil, financial difficulties, and
changing definitions of "the good life."

Because this is a time when past visions of affluence have been curtailed, some
people have begun to place less value on the material possessions made possible

by technological advances. Correspondingly, a renewed emphasis on relation-
ships among people and an increase in concern for commitment and cooperation
appears to be gradually replacing the emphasis on expressing self that characteriz-

ed the 1970s. Accordingly, developing the cooperative abilities of children and
adults should be emphasized in response to these shifts in values.

As mentioned earlier, styles of problem-solving are changing too. Since many
of our problems are social rather than technical in nature, we cannot rely strictly

on scientific or mechanistic ways of thinking to resolve them. Today, there is an
even greater need to include human and social-moral perspectives in our
approach.

Thus it is important for problem solvers to have an empathic identification
with the everyday realities faced by ordinary citizens. It is important for them to
be creative leaders who can inspirc citizens at all levels of society to participate in
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Part Two:
Raising Gifted
Children In An
Information
Society

r

imaginative and holistic solutions. Growing citizen involvement in the problem -
solving process air2ady is resulting in the emergence of greater ecological
awareness and a more holistic approach to education, health, and other areas of
life.

Many of the gifted children of today will be the leaders and problem-solvers of
tomorrow. They can make a g. contribution by using their exceptional abilities
to look for innovative solutions to our most serious problems. The world they
will enter as adulis sorely needs their skills if, as children, they are properly nur-
tured to become productive, creative people.

Parents -reate a home environment that responds both to the special needs
of gifted Ciilcfren and to the social and moral problems we now face. A preschool
environment should enhance the uniqueness of gifted children, who can differ
markedly from their peers in abilities, talents, interests, leadership and psycho-
logical maturity. The pre-school years are formative years and they affect the way
the child will learn for the rest of his or her life. After school begins, parents
should continue providing a challenging home for their children, and should
collaborate with teachers and administrators to help provide an educational
climate that nurtures their child's special gifts.

In response to rapidly shifting societal conditions, parents can help their
children to d2velop three key skill areas at home: a) thinking and learning, b)
language and communication, and c) creativity and imagination. These skills are
highly interrelated, but the following discussion will explore each in turn.

Developing Thinking and Learning Skills

There is considerable interest on the part of educators and the public in the way
television watching influences how children learn and think. In our modern age,
children spend more time in front of television sets than ever before. According
to studies, children one and a half years old watch one and a half hours of televi-
sion daily, and by the time they are nine they watch an average of five to six hours
of television each day. Conservatively, researchers estimate that before the child
enters first grade, 4,000 hours of television have been watched. And by the time
they enter college, most students have spent many more hours watching television
than they have in school.

How does TV viewing affect the development of learning and thinking skills?
First, watching TV is predominantly a passive activity; during viewing, thinking
tends to ne non-critical because the child is merely receiving information. 1.111 less
parents intervene and promote some discussion after a show, children may rarely
analyze or think critically about what they have seen. The discussions might focus
on what or who the children liked best on the show, why they feel this way, and
why they would (or would not) watch the show again. Parents should respond
and participate as well. Such conversations encourage the development of a
child's ability to analyze both information and feelings.

Second, teachers commonly complain that children reared on television icw-
ing often have shorter attention spans and have difficulty staying on task more
than ,light or ten minutes. They give up easily if they lind the project too difficult
or arc unable to obtain an instant response. Instead of searching for their own
answers to problems, they tend to want answers provided for them about what to
do. Many of these pre-schoolers have a difficult time distinguishing reality from
fiction ;,tnd have trouble creating original stories; instead, they tend to relate what
they have seen on TV.

Parents can couritcr these unproductive trends in several xvays. First and most
ohious, they can cut down on the number of hours their children are allowed to
spend watching TV. Second, they also can provide their children with other ac-
tivities in which to become involved besides television. Third, when their children
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are w.atching TV, ;-':rents .an help make telvision a tool for learning and
teaching by helping ti, u1 to develop critical viewing ills. Some suggestions for
accomplishing this are offered below.

1) Encourage your child to talk about a television show both to stimulate in-
teraction between you and your child and to provide a context for reviewing
ideas and v2)tues that you may or may not want your child to grow up learn-
ing.
Teach children how 'IV can distort the real world by helping them to test
what is viewed on the screen against their own experiences. This is partic-
ularly important because many shows depict people unrealistically.

3) Help your child become aware that there may be a di.' :' the aiue
that one sees on TV and their own values or the values you are trying to
teach. For example, seeing a wholesome breakfast portraN,.'d as -.me that in-
cludes sugar cereals may confuse a child whose parents ai--! attcmpting to
teach the avoidance of sugar as an additive in the diet.

4) Help your child distinguish between the show and the commercial. ,,e) the
child learns to differentiate between information and propaganda, Many
commercials directed toward children use a format similar to the cartoon
the child r cy have j,ist seen. Start ).vith a comparison between a do,_umen-
tary for children and the commercial that follows it, as there is notice-
able difference between this kind of show and a commercial. Then work up
to the more subtle difference between other show, and co;:.mercials.
Many shows are based on propaganda and you can reach your children to

critically about what they see on TV.

Parents also should encourage their child to become a good listener. 1k aware
the things children are p:Jrticulaily interested in and nurture this curiosity.

ltcn children are curious, :hey \\ ant information and. at least for a few
moments, are e: ,er But unless the information is presented in
Ci1:1111011'! a:., their curiosity ma' Commrnicate ihrough the way Nou
arswer ihat yo.,tr child's interests arc import;' . "try to spark further
curiosity ti,,211 your answers, but avoid providing mot(' ::siorm 'Ilan the

has t11,2 interest or capacity to absorb. When you notice ,curiosi-
[y or attention span i.lwindling, it's time to change the subject. "ho foster your
child's !earning, begin wh' hat hie child i, olwiousiv about and
ihrough to other interest :n

Many resources for teaching very young children available to Jiarent); who
seek them out. A few examples are offered to help motivate parents to undertake
such a search, and to inspire them to create activities of their own. To encourage
the development of critical thinking skills, parents might ask hypothetical ques-
tions like the following (adapted from Scott, 1968):

What would y-u do if you found some keys on the playground'?
What would you dc if you broke Grandmother's best cup when she was not in

the room?
What would you do if, after you had built a fine tower out of blocks, someone

came along and :mocked it over by ni:.;take?
What would you do if y 01.1 were having lunch a friend's house and von were

served something you didn't
What would you do if someone went ahead of you in line when you were taking

turns at jumping rope?
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nc HIlowing is an example of a "high-interest" a:tivity (adapted from Scott,

Here arc some words winch may help stimulate discu,-ion :nd arouse the
child's interest quickly, since mane of the word's arc L:ose to the child's

10:2 Warm scream
,teals dream

right bad mad
scared bath lick
ugly lazy yell
hug kiss tough

You can have your child draw pictures: describing the word [-e and often you can
tell through discussion of these picture; what dreams and citlicuities the child is
experiencing.

Here are some examples of questions designed to elicit responses which will re-
quire reasoning (adapted from Scott, 1968):

How do you know when you are catching cold?
How can you tell an orange from a ball if your cycs arc shut?
V.'hy don't you play ball with an egg?
Why wouldn't you give a tiny baby an apple to eat?
Wh do water flowers and not rocks?

Developing Language and Communication Ability

You help children to develop language and communication skills every time
u engage in conversation with them. By the time children are two, they need to

he tin learning how to use language effectively in communicating with others. It is
through verbal exchange that children become sensitive, investigative and think-
ing individuals. Developing these language skills is cracial in today's information
society.

Since parents are the first teachers and models for their children, they need to
take an active, supportive role in encouraging verbal responses. This means pro-
% iding the child with continuing aural and verbal stimulation. Parents should
emember to Teak carefully, slowly, plainly, and with a tone of voice that

demonstrates genuine interest.
Parents also can provide a variety of language learning ,npert271cr to encour-

age their children's interests, such as play, poetry, physical movemeni e,nd listen-
ing activities. Examples are included at the end of this section. A child begins
learning to read when the parent reads while the 'Id follows the picture in the
book. When the very young child asks questions, parents should answer using ac-
tion and sen.e words the child can readily relate to.

Then when the child is older, the answer should nurture the ability to reason.
Since a gifted child often is able to reason much earlier than the average child,
parents should encourage the development if reasoning and thinking processes as
soon as possible, asking questions and urging the child to make observations,
recall experiences, use his or her imagination, or ask questions.

These verbal exchanges combat some of the questionable effects of television,
such as the rapid shift of images that tend-, to produce a poor attention span.
Rapid-fire presentation of visuals on television, 110-sccon,l commercials and
fast dialogue often hold the attention of the child so ,:ively that there is
no time to process, or think about, the information. Neuman to c.1) fc:.',c1 that
pre- schoolers could keep track of less than 500'0 of th -Tief se-
quences. But if parents cover this ground in conversation rild, the
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cHild cia pr crc much unortz ou the infornationi in mentor,.
OiC Mcfry. ;! cc

:uful,i %\itu.,_11 L:eus c!op

11-0111

The Strange Noise

1-o:, and Te,u

It V5;,1.., ,;) tTliCt. It hat sac could ilciir
on the 55 indos HI. I a. a ;cry goad time to lank

Siiddenly there \ka, a muse.
It was a soft noise, it ,irange.

whi-pered Bobhy.
"I a t en vhispered So ie.
li km!'' whispered all of the

I he teacher said satIn, "Let's thicik anon: 1,!'2 ',trang,
Li, guess \Olaf is making the noise. hit;! ,rui! ;he

.tranv.e noise is coming from."
I he children asked questions about the strafItN-
"( an sou ask a question about it?" (Responses.) They tricd it

gc.css ';as making the strange noise.
..E)0 von have some guesses?- (Re,ronse,.) "Shall I tell von, then?''

wa,.. ii Thin-:, black cricket wings and strong
and in the sNastchasket looking tar ,0111Ctilliig a eat.

:1ECad erijinc for this story?" (Pc,poncs.)

Cats' 1-..cs

s. au, Inr-: alud they can sac in the duuu

sn-,11 w(teii it N light,
Bin tiler are rouna and brii.iht at night."

II a :nitro: .nehund a candlc. SaN.: \\ hat 11,.;,r,en, to the IiHitH-
(1:-.--ponsc-.) "li look, ie.L'er and hrwhtel-. Cat., that '-1unc at

Bring a cat Into a (.1,1:k closet Notice how its eves shine .

Encouraging Creativity and Imagination

\um tiring creativity and imagination in the child, particularly the gifted child,
necded. 'I he gifted child ()hen possesses ev:cptioni,l imaLlititt-

tise strength. Imagery serves a major role in developing thinking skills, and in
,.timulating artistic, crcati,.c, and leadership talents. The imagination also contri-
hutc,. to the functioning 01 highc- -11.:ntal processes such as problem solving and,

plays an important role in deeloping an individual's reasoning and
anki:a skills.

he bet NV;;:`, parents can encourage their child's imagination is through
tieularly through lamas\ play, or "let's pretend.- rtmtasy play usually
around favorite themes of children. C01111110;1 prop,,, include doe-

itch nurse equipment, action-figure bus, trucks, airplanes, soldiers, boats,
ptchi-f :inimals, u)an,:.-. should let children :Literate themes

thcm-,else,-, so the arc choosing thCII1C, the': like.



dit:'iculty many parents have with fantasy play is the preference young
c for repetition. Children have a need to re-create certain play situa-

tion, many times. Most 0_10'0.n-ups are quickly bored in repetitive settirus and
uncomfortable to play ith pre-schoolers for long periods of time. When
and children are playing together, it is the adult w ho may have the shorter

'.pan. To reduce some of the monotony, parents can combine the child's
lii[ere,t in repetition .,;ith va7iations on a single theme.

Jere arc some other for maximizing the benefits of play:

a few minute:- each day in play with your pre-schooler, rather than a
long play period once 07 tWiCe a week.
chuose a play tithe when you are :resh, not feeling f:itigued.
lie aware of recurring patterns in your play sessions, and use this informa-
tion to s:ructure subsequent play sessions for maximum interaction and en-
joyment.
Take advantage pay time to present yourself as a role model for your

Ion" a, parent and child are having fun While creating their make-
e w.orld together. this type of play is far more productive for a child than a

structured game. Children have less power than an adult in games oriented
:,,ward rules. Often parents will decide to cheat in favor their young opponent,

with the idea of teaching the child dishonesty but ra:her to make the child feel
powerful. In fantasy land, however, the child is controlling events imaginatively.

Researchers at the Parent-Child Lib at Arizona State University found that
parents engaged their four-year olds in fantasy play for ten minutes each

ling and evening for a week noticed important changes in their child's
enavior irl comparison to the following week when they did not engage in such
Hay. Significantly, their child was six times less likely to misbLitave when they

:edged in fantasy play. This finding suggests that fantasy play may meet certain
rower needs lor children, removing some of the motivation to misbehave.

Play ,.e,sions also can he used to enhance your child's ocabulary. Talk to your
child as vou play. and use the period following play to d ,cuss the child's play ex-
p:Tiences. Inc, floral:2 kcy words the child may encounter in daily life or on

kion into v session,,, so your child acquires meanings and hecomes
coi11111011 words.

1011,,%kli1L' MO,I C ;.tCtiVitieS

!:)111 Li:hilda. 1074).

ri\L: children enact a ,eerie from it story such as A:n:7. Rah /lit: Frctcnd to be
behind :m imaginal y eyeing every

111;',C litin 1.01. (2`,C brit it iJ

under the fence.
I0 eliminate unpleasant situations, set limi: find :1 place for turning

rope so [lint it will not hump anyboLl'' allows freedom. sets standards,
cstaidishiii- a pi c .dent for future actions.

fu provide a rich source of satisfaction ill "heing the cause of .,onicthing,
te a child so that he or she \ ill understand \vita! catiicif his Or her

1;1\(! him or her in in to an imaginary gal den a, P( ter Rabbit, making
in:iV say 0111etiiii "YOu know, my feet

were so quiet I con; ._Ycn hear them mysiilf.
a C:iCh Chiki '.:\1.11;P2111: 111101 he k.Tild's tequest to I CI Inc do it

.1 different way."
Fo Then 1711plrallail Channel,, cneourzie children what
they think hould happen, hays them ace out ,ine ideas.
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* To help children gain insight into another person, provide viewing experi-
eit,:es: Let a shy child observe other child-en pretending to be Mr. McGregor.
Eventually, the shy youngster may say, "I bet now I could be Mr. McGregor
and scare 'em out. huh?"

In summary, there are many methods you ,:an use to stimulate your child to
mule better use of his or her abilities. The preschool years are extremely critical

he way children will develop when they reach school age and beyond. Without
proper training, potential skills and abilities can be lost, and for both the

gifted and for society, this loss can be especially tragic. Given the challenges we
face today, we have a pressing need to take advantage of what the gifted child can
,:turibute to society when he or she grows up to bc creative, productive a'luit.
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Conclusion: Emerging
Issues in the Field of
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Despie increased attention to the gifted that we have witnessed in the last
of ,peciali/ed programs in local .:11,..)01 ,ystems across

h.as not been matched with comparable options for the preschool
C-0:,2::ucntly, the growing body of knowledge and wisdom regarding the

of giftedness !ends to emphasize the academic needs (.)li the school-age
article', in this monograph expand the literature on the very younc:

Hiied child Gild, in doing so, contribute to narrowing the gap between the Lon-
i.olcci H.. parents and educator., and the available insights and information.
.11 the other areas within this field that we call "gifted education," new
ledge and eiTerience brings with it new questions and concerns. The

ea of the preschoi.1 gifted is no exception. It is the hope of the Council of State
Dirc,tiirs of Programs for the Gifted that this monograph will lessen the echoing

question-. between parents and educators that occur when too iiew practical
an-,;er, Lire aiiahle. It is also hoped that the collection of articles will give time-

,Jus to -ome issues needing further attention. The !ollowing areas invite early

Steele (.11:1Licfen have pro', ided the reader s'. oh d comprehensive overview of
Offered for the young gifted and talented child at -1-cias Tech Uni-

,er,it cud a sum boars' of similar pograrris in other institutioni.. Yet acces-s to
formai educational programs Lontiriues to be rare. Undoubtedly, efforts

must be strengthened to foster the development of programs like those
described. Observation and evaluation guidelines such as those cited in Thor-
mann's paper provide a basis for such efforts in a variety of pre-school settings.

Likewise, ention should be directec: toward providing parents with skills and
resources for _inuring the abilities of their young children within the context of
their day-to-day interactions. How can parents encourage and respond to the in-

of young children about subjects with which they have little experience or
expertise? How can parents inform:iilly provide experiences for their children that
ei.Lind beyond the interests and abilities of an individual family? Can some of the
techniques used by teachers of tile gifted to develop questioning skills, creative
thinking. self-directed learning, and effective use of comnmnity resources, for ex-
ample, be adapted to help parents of the gifted to nurture similar abilities? Both
I ferda Sapi)n-Shevin and Shevin reinforce the urgency of such questions for
r;:rents of c;// chili-cn in the "information age" now upon us.

tent ion to advocacy for the gifted has focused largely on group efforts to ef-
ieet changes in governmental and educational systems. This work is essential in
accomplishing the long-term changes that can influence the lives of many gifted
children in the niture. \ et the wealth of information and advice available to the
would-;fie advocate gives too little attention to effective advocacy by an individual
parent for an individual child. It might be enlightening to discover how many
political activists W h o have successfully navigated the adoption of a new school
hoard policy, the appropriation of special funds, or the enactment of new legisla-
t ion, have found themselves unable to lining about a minor change that could
enhance their own child's life.

All too often, advocates push for the adoption of a "gifted program" with too
little understanding of the specific task': :volvcd in mounting a systematic effort.
They arc therefore unable to advocate for a single appropriate modification that
would benefit their chiid, Yet several small changes may combine to yield results
that match those proGuced by a single major change. Parents and educator s can
become more effective advocates by increasing their sensitivity to the potential in-
fluence of specific small changes, and by increasing their skill in promoting such
changes for individual children.
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A still under-ilizeu resource in understanding the complexity of the oung
Ofted child is the parent. singly in combination with other parer. The
parents of preschool children who typically come to the atten::on of edu,... 'ors are
:ho,e who are puzzled over how to deal with the exceptio: .:I ability they suspect.

have deep dissatisfactic. "vith the or::ons open to :hem. For all These
visible p;:rents of your gifted children, there must be many rrir-.. who

1:-:d effectively nurture t..eir children's abilities. Systematic wa
LonThined w:-dom and knowlcdiic of thc,c largely silent pareati, houid be

de% and irf,plemented.
contributors 'o this mono, ,ph and the members of the Council of State

Directors of ProgrLi:,is fir the Lined offer this publication with the expectation
:hat it %k i 1 I provide both educators and parents with fresh insights and will invite
further collaboration in the quest to better understand the dimensions and impli-
,:atins of exceptional abilities in preschool child.
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Appendix I:
Resources for Parents
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Organizations .1olericun .1s.sociution fur Gifted Children, Inc. (AA( iC)
15 CirarnerL'y Park
Nei, York, New \ ork 1003
212 473-4266

1 lie aiitkitie\ 01 this national, non-profit organi/ation include support for and
iiet.elornient of ,eininar, and publication, related to inftecinc, and cduLation of

for E.vceptional Children (CFC)
1920 Drive
Reiion, Virginia 22001
S.(M in Virginia cal: 703 '0-3660

national organi/ation i, a major rei.ource for and prole,,ionak iil-
're,tcd in gifted and talented education. Their ac!.,t include a large number

of pubii,:ations, including (.TIC Fact Slieet,, and !itt.. organization:
f he 1,,ociation for the Gifted'. (TACO.

Got,d intorination .Vctivork \I N/
OrchiLi I awe

944-'314

',Lick-, to tacilit nationwide inf-ormatior and adsocai...y net-
ork of per-ion\ i.ioncerned about and ins oHed with gif;i:d pro
,de in loiluttion T.;) their rnt.:nThcrhir on ik.,11L", methoLk,

federal ieel activiri, anal talenn'1 education, and .rate programs.

.\lonvu Gifted Children Pp).:tc11
Wot Kirk

Illinoi, ft,77
312 677-451S

organization ha, c,tahliibed a iialionw ide network of ,00rdiniuors to dis-
_,iiiinate information on Ll'01:71111', ;)rid to C:ICOUL1'b!:: tIre C',iij-klinlent 01 pro-

for the gifted.

.\ationai .1.vs-ociation for Gilled Children
217 (irc1.2ory Dim
Hot SpringArkanzk
501, 767-6931

i ill, 01 4it n I lit i011 ha, a Ina .101 re:-,(;u-j) 111

area (0 gifted education. The oryiini/ation aRc intortn:Arion about
and advocacy. and in the develoment of boil and groups

to promote gifted education.

f'sa fainaUSIale Leadership Training in.M1,efe on OW
316 Viiic,t Second Street. Suite PH-C
Los Angeles, California 90012
213;489-7470

ihis organization sponsors a variety training an d ecllnieal assistance services
through workiiihop,,, confereni:ei,, and seminars on giftedness. Tilley also produce
publications on a range of topics related to gifted and talented education.
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Newsletters and
Journals

Books and
Other
Refer(.- _ices

i2t1'; Yinir
)

II : : .

):1( )1!(1/

I

1)L-}-,ar-.;:,y1,,, 651,1r:

1-2J)

2:111;', 22()91

121/.1rtl)

P,otildc,;. Clrd, ,()32.11.

Y I " ;; . . I : :" ;. , .

(17ild ( ):IL;r7cr,i)
.'."

;

.'6,rcr
( itv ;.:nd Youni

2 Ho N.r d

Gener:11 (ated/Taiented References

Boo/o ( tc,/ ( i.
Hi kcr.

s, york:

( 1.p (ii/ed. ()hio: V(r. ril: Co..
;979

&'1ICV, K., (.1111,,I)cr;7, I oL1-:.1iiirt. C., Nathan, C., NIc( Artno.. I).
V,)0(1, K. ParcittsmArA et/ (.77t1 lirlented National Stale
I (.;t(ler-,hip Irainlng In,,titute on the (lilted and F,tIu1eJ, Ventura County
SupkTinlendent of Saook, 535 Ijat Main Sticet, Vt2ntuia, (aliforni:; l)1(X)9,
i979.
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and Martinson, R.A. A Hundboo: for Purems of Gifted and
Talented. Ventura County Superintendent Schools. 535 Ear Main Street,
Ventura, California 93(X)9.

Ginsbcrg, C. and Harrison. C. I-10..v 'air Gifted Child: .1 Handbook
for Parents and Teachers. New York: NIonarcn, 1977.

Kuutrnan, or Gifted Child and You. Reston. Counci! for
1:-.:,:eptionai Children, 10Th.

Khatena, .1, The Creatively Gi lied Child. S'ugi,,estions.for Parents and
leachers. Ness York: Vantage Pres, 1978,

Krueger, 'l. On Beim.; Gifted. New York: Walker and Company, 1978.

I.w.enleld, V. Cr,:ative and Alental Growth, ,,ixth edit an. Nc%\ York:
1()75.

\1 tier, U.S. and Price, M. (cd',. /7;e Gilled Child, the I-unaly, and the
c,manunity. Nei', York: W,,L er :And Collipahy, 1981.

. and Perin,,, .1. Parentul,_! my Gificd; nevc/opun.: 1/re Pronnsc.
Ne% Bowker Co., 1981.

. lelpily.! Your Gitted Nc\', ork: Dutton. 196H,

World of thc iiii. 1 (h/H. Nc, York: Walker and Company,
1979.

qII12. \LA. Ilutto;: Are to Pash: 1)Lvehipire Your Creativity. New
Yrk: l'itm,tn reaming, inc., 197).

Evaination and Testing References

C, ::fl;cri, C. Guidc to 65 Test'. for Special Education. Belhiont,
Pitman learninp, Inc.,

,.1:;)J, R. aria Boston, B. Te.stin.? Gifted Child: .'hi Interpretation in
f c111";1111.. RC,10I1, 'HIncil for Exceptional Children, 1976.

F . . rtful .S.crihliles'. New York: 13zaic Books, 1980.

Prelmo! GiliAilalenfed References
hraham, W. ct al. Gilts, Talent:, and the Very Young, National/Star....
I cadet-ship Irainme Ins;itute am the Gifted and Talented, Ventura County
Superintendent of School", 535 F.. Main Street, Ventura, California 93009,
197.

J. /IOW to Rain' a ifril,,hter hild. i,11i, ( 'use fop' Earl- earnin,e. New
1975.

11,;1. ;Inc: q inner, N. .S.orm'whcrc to Turn: Strate.ine., far Parents of
o'iticd and :alcnied. Nc%. Vol I etchers College Pres, Columbia

ii\crsity, 1981k
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Kaplan, S.N. (ed.) Educating the Preschool/Primary Gifted and Talented,
Pub. #22. National/State Leadership Training Institute on the Gifted and
the Talented, Ventura County Superintendent of Schools, 535 East Main
Street, Ventura, California 93009.

Karnes, L.A. and Collins, E.C. Handbook of Instructional Resources
ReferewJes for Teaching the Gifted. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1980.

Karnes, M.B. (Director). RAPYHT Project: A Model Program for Retrieval
and Acceleration of Promising Young Handicapped and Talented. University
of Illinois, Iniititte Behavior and Development, 403 E. Healey,
Ciltimpagne,

"Talent Screening and Identification."
Talent Assessment Checklist: Intellectual Talent, Creative Talent. Social

Talent, Artistic Talent, Academic Talent, Psychomotoric Talent."
"Evaluative Thinking Ac:ivities for the Classroom."
"Divergent Thinking Activities for the C .isroom."
"Convergent Thinking Activities for the :isroom."

Karnes, NI.B., Strong, P.S., and Kemp. P. "Nurturing Intellectual Talent in
Lady Childhood." Catalog #1403.(X4. Institute for Child Behavior and
Development, University of Illinois, 805 West Pennsylvania Avenue. Urbana.
Illinois 61801, 1978.

"Nurturing Academic Talent in Early Childhood: Reading." Cat. #1403.005.
"Nurturing Academic Talent in Early Childhood: Math." Cat. #1403.(Y.)6.
"Nurturing Academic Talent in Early Childhood: Science." Cat. #1403.007.
"Nurturing Creative Talent in Early C'.:dhood." Cat. 11i403.008.

"'Nurturing Leadership Talent in Far:: Lliildhood." Cat. #1403.0,
"Nur:7..rinz tl-te Visual and 1-.2i-forming A:ts in Early Childhood:

Art and Mu C.:" -H-11)1.010.

Lahuda. NI. (ed.) Creative Readies' for Gifted Learners. Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association. 1974.

Roedell, \V.C., Jackson, N.E., and Robinson, H.B. Gifted Young ClUldrt2.
New York: Teachers College Press, Columbia University, 1980.

Scott, L.B. Learning Time with Language Experiences for Young Children.
New York: McGraw Hi II, 1968.

Wahl), K.D., Dorn, M.S. and Liddle, L.A. Fostering Intellectual Development
in Young Children. New York: Teachers College Press, Columbia
University, 1962.

Advocacy References

Grossi, .1.A. (ed.) Parent Adv, 10 Groups for the Gtf.'N. and Ta!ented.
Reston, Virginia: Council IC. ...xcel'onal Children, 1981.

Mitchell, P.B. (ed.) An Advoci:te 's Guide to Building Support for Gifted and
Talented Education. W;!cl-ii:m4ton, D.C.: The National Association of State
Boards of Education, 1.

Newman, E. (ed.). Reaching Out: Advocacy for the Gifted and Talented. New
York: Teachers College Press, Columbia University, 1980.
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Sckvices and
Prf-lrarns

To help parents in their search for further information and/or specific pro-
grams, the following list provides addresses and telephone numbers for programs
and personnel in the field of education for the gifted. Below the name of each
state. the reader will find listed the office of their State Director of Programs for
the Gifted.

On the right, the fe.ider may find information about univer,,:'y programs that
:)ffer ser% ices to pa.,.:nts Of preschool gifted children, S1.2h testing of a child
lor mine, a 11 SWeri n parent, questions or offering 2i:1( 1111(2e in other ways,
recommending or providing written materials about preschool giftedness, and/or
actually operating a preschool program on campus.

This information was obtained via a questionnaire. and there may he other
p .grams not included in this compilation. Many response.; were received stating
..:at no programs were available for very young children. Parents who find no
resources listed for their state or city should contact their State Director who may
know of oiler programs and services.

STATE Pi:ESCI-10()E G2FTED RESOURCES
State Director Contact

`,tats Consultant for Gifted Programs
Alabama State Department of

Education
S(i8 State Office PuiLing
,iontgornet- A

:05 ,).3-'-32-111

.Uaska:
C :i C,,iiurcn

Depart, [ducat Hu

Junc,:u. AK
907 465-2970

Arizona:
I...,ucation for Gifted/Talented
.,vision of Curriculum & iug!ncLon
535 West Jefferson

Phoenix, AZ 85(X)7
255 -5(Xh

('4

Ser,,,..-zs/Matelials Offered

Teacher Education Program
Education of Gifted & Talented
Building #1, Suite 157

Station
Birmingham, M_ 35294
205/934-7520

materiak available

Project lo!
Pr cocity

!;!a',u
852.7

6;72'965-4-'7

testing, parent guid,:nce,
precho..; program,
material,. ,,vailahle

Graduate P,ograms in Education
of tnc

1)epaF:meil, c,necta! Education
A:izona

":-/, H72;
602./626

;',iid..111,e,



FATE PRESCHOOL GIFTED RES(1URCES
State Direct', r. C;intact Sersices, Materials Offered

Ar

PrtTratil for the (iilt;:ci-i-aiLT.tt.q.:
Lducation )ecT,ion

Turd
Roc;.., 7.721

o.1 Speetai iLiucatiOn
,te Lniver..,i.,

7.21 (...tritoi : t)7....\c

Colorado:
(iifted Faieliied

olorado l)i2partment , 1'

201 Last Colt ax
De,iver, CC) 8)203
303 -",-571

,eut:
(hired

tatc Dcpar:m,2nt
P.O. Box 2219
Hartford, (1 00115
203 '566-3695

Child StuCo-
Yale Oniversit
333 Cc Hr St f ci

CT 06510
>:5

ad evaluaiion

Live Educat:
H ". :en Road
No CT 06
203 :-47-3873

materials available

College of Education
Program,- UniveHty of. Delaware
Slide Departmi.nt of Newal DE 197! i
-Townsend Building 302. 738-233?
Do%er, DL 10901
302;736-4007

District olumbia:
Coordinator, (..1,:kAl IHucati
`-;caton 11iiiCiit0Y 0.0 u,

Room 311-A
1011! Rhode 1;lamd A\entic, N.\\
\Va,hininon. Dr 20001
201 6-3-

.1:1rner)



1 IF PRESCHOOL IMF /ED RESOURCES
Director ; Services/Materials Offered

Cioi\ersity of South floriftla
College of Education HMS 464
Tampa, 33620

kilo! 974-.;410

(Th2ori.f.iit

Prograni,
i)...part iii . . I Ju ti 1..n

\t Iurit, GA 303:t4
404 66-425 6310.

I LItic:tifo.:. L. l (if I

(0 fe (ft liiirIicti0il Sen.
)ep.irtinent of Education.

()fn.:en ltriiiii;i St
I ( )1 i , Ill )6S 13
t'iO ''48-0414

1)(2p:fitincrif I

;,(:. II)
7(o' 314-3040

ICSIII1 p i );)

Department of.
(u:,)P.210 Coll ege
Nlilledgevilic, (IA
012-451-4:;2

pre,chool

C

'fired i J fl.iat ion ( oof di Iii! 1 Northeastern t

duciftional In: .5-i00 N. St. (iiiH

Section Incago, II 61)021

SHie 1)er:irintent Pc:Inc:Hon 312 583-4050
\(f Street

e 1, II 02777
preiehool pro

(firtc(i !aft:luta! LLIticiition
Etihiiiki IlkI hid

Lif... I f-0,(2
ludiaiiiipol! IN 402(

17 ii27-011

A

Indiana State t.
IL.Frc I hti-,tc, IN .17.
512 '232-6311

I On ter School

I -niverit School:
parent guidance

i)(Tartment 01 1-t.Inc.
1)iycliol.off

ft -ti

IN 4620`
317 0

, jOl H I III (



A (,IF-rEr) REsot:RcEs
state Hrector Contact Serice s NI a te ri al., Offered

Icro, Project Pega,...,
, ):oiri o:

1,`..r.

,:ztn(.1 1.'; '010 1
1031'9 15 294-5612

-111P-1

1cation NIaili

l'!)
KS 6(,%) 2

'96-3806

:

:1111 ..a
I 831 Capital Plata loc

K` 400)1
s64-2I06

i.ouiNiana:
Ciiitc(1 ial Hied l'ro;2.rai1 ,
slate Department ol I'ducatl()11
P.O. Bo\ 44064
Baku) lougc, I A 70804

14'-3630

(.()()I-Jit);;;;)r, (ii cc!
SLItc Oic 010

'07 280-1451

Niaryland:
Senior Stall Si- clal!-,t

Alt.:111(2J I (Th. XI i.)I1

11.1(21111(w,

2(X) Ball iinoi Street
Baltimore, NII) 21201
301 (,.k)_212

67

pre,,:hool
;)arclit

other information

(jilted Program, Eatl t..hildhood
Education, Department of
Curriculum and Instruction

Roon: 628, Center
Link of Northern o\,,a
Cedar Falls, IA 506l
319'273-6396

tcstine

Department of Educational
Psychology
23 Wichita Stat: '.jnivcrsity

Wichita, KS 67208
316:689-3325

dt:\ cloping

Demo or Gifted Children
0. Ho\ 43251
niversity of Southwc-tcrn

inisianai

;avett:, 70504

Ii.indereartcn po),ram
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11.1 pREsciF; :N. GIFTED RESOURCES

Dire;:tor ( ,:ltact SericesiNfaierials Offered

\';1i Carolina:
net ( on,ultant,

Di\ hildrea
Pnhilc

el

2761

1)cnimtineti; at Pt'
ac ( ;ipif

: :`\f

. -! Ink.hiL0
: ,,T, `speciiii I ;Itication

Ilh2h

led I idenied Section
Y.;ins Ocpartincht of
2500 N, i incoln
Oklahoma ()IN, OK 7310c
405

70
I 0

(jraduate Pro:irarn ii Clifted
aria Talented Education

Setool of Education
1:ni.erity of North Carodha

e.;],htFO, NC 27412
j

parent La...idarice,

Appalachian State Ltilerity
Lte NC
704 _n2-2224

')ept. of Special I-ducation:
parent guidance

Early Chikihood Ecarnin12
Center: pre.,:hool program

(ampuL Lab. School
Divkion ot Education and

chology
State Colle.ge
ND, 58701

7-3120

parent uuldiincc, pre.--chool
pro2rain, matcriaL

(Jilted Child ReLli\ti:.
Ohio `..-:;ate UnkeHty
:1,56 Arp, !fah
1045 N. Nish Street
'Columbus, 011 430ti5

( '4 422-8787

parent v.uidilif,c, rhcicriL!,

Lollege of Echre;ition and }Inman
Sciv.

Wriy; Stale Unkerity
322 Milieu
Havic:1, 011 4543:s
fr ST3_23::

p;iiei:i cut

Applied Behavioral udic\
North Murray I hill
(1-L. ;oina State I1ni% er,ity
Stillwater, OK 741)74
405 024-604;1

patent Lulid'xicc
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Mate actor Offered

5tf Soutt.
-1

errnont:
Inc!. Ht.:Olen:at-% ( 1:1- FL_ [.

`: I

H5f-sir

i),..:parunent
214 !\1131-i
Univen)ity of Ltah

Lake El- '41E1
581-!,143

1 of Education
Spco:iai Proc-am,, for Gifted Talciiteo l,:niveHly of VirEinia
Di% kion of Srccial Education 140 Ruffner Hall
.o::c Depart: I of Education 405 Emmet Street
P.( ). Charloueville. VA 22903

aid St met ()i":cy
;r2

, parent
HC 225-207(, prc,,chool

Education Departfnctu
(,..2ortze Mason Lid' ,,:t
ktirfa\, VA 22030
70:, 3757271

:I inc p :.'1 FLtin

Pre.school Paintin,Th
of Intelligence

Special Education Frourim
State Unive:-:

'.'orfolk, VA 23505
SO4/023-8736 or 804/423-0775

or

Art Thc-tiry Program
Gc:)rge Washineton UniveHt
Washington. DC 2(X)37

W:Jshington:
State Director. (iitted Education
LSD #113
001 McPhee Road, SW
Olympia, WA 98502
200 754-6733
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53'7
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,ni:liage Art (..HtIed -1'; icmcd
A yolli111',/ Dcraranent of 1..citication

Cheyenne, NVY 82001
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Sc7vice
L( 207
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1-1 469-2 m)
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GIFTS Irtitut,2. for Talented Students
Department of Counseling and

Guidance
1,inkersity ,H Wisconsin
Third Floor, Education Building
10(X) Bil.,,Z:0111

Nladion, WI 53706
608:262-2878

parent 1,:tlidZ11102,

material' available

College I ab School
College of Education
University o1- Wyoming
Laramie. WY 82071
307 766-3145

testinLI.Tarent

Resource Contacts in the U.S. Territories

American Samoa
Talented 1:ducatio:i

Paga ..\!-; a)

(,84-633-5237 ((ver-eas Operaior)

Guam
StipermteucHli

Special Education
Department of Education
i).(). Bo\ DE

(di 96910
011 a 4.4 1- 671 Local Number:
472-8906, 472-8703, 472-9802
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I rust ferritor
[gully Program
Trust Territory Offic2 01 [di. ation
Office of the I ligh Commissioner
Sair-n, (NI 06950
(Oversew; Operator)
160+671 +Sainar 9 ' 9428, or 9319

Virgin Islands
State Director of Special Education
Department of Education
130x 630, Charlotte Amalie
St. .1hom& VI 00801
(809) 774-01(X), Ext. 271
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MSAMA M=WiLLs.RWM
The :?schooi
Clif.ed and
Talentea Cic

,,d for tI;o Ur/:ca and Tivi,'ritc,!. U.S. (ui!i a o.1-1:dlic atinn, Depart-
i/Lc li.vccp::,,tial Children.

ho is the preschool gifted and talented child?

pre,chool child, 2-5 Aho tonctinn Hgm ah,o\ Li age Ian-
co,trintke and soc;a1,);i11,, phdeui :daptability, creativity,

leader,hip may in act be gifted and talented, Criteria or :712 preschool

nie:iinu Lion nn he ciIry b tate or local

identification and education of Lalue to the preschool gifted and talented

are strong indication, that much of a perNon',, mattrie intelligence k
uned, -..,....tweett conception and 4 Year or Therefore, it is important that the

and talented chid he expo,cd ta high quality learning environment
-on po,sible. enviroi;m,,:r.:-, should be de,iimed to meet the

anne need, ol each child. an,:: :he child.- indication of readines, to learn ,11,-.uld
a determining factor in the i'.p at challenge presented It H impornmt to

emcmher that dctnoa,tration ot itdvanc ability in one area doe, not neees-rarily
,imilar le% el, or competence in all t.irea,.

Hov, can a preschool gifted and talented child he identified?

It a ,iiindzirdit Ilieerrcc term ti be iired ,11.`, a part or he identirieation pro-
hi. a prole,,ional '.ho i, e\perienced in vorking

pic,chool .,hildren. A chilt_l \%ith advanced skill, may not have been exposed
the e\periencc.i, rOr superior perfort once on a standardized

neLl never e i; h e\elu,kely to determine potential ahilit
Technique such a, those de% eloped by

an rro Litecti,,e1N. surThIcna.nt ,tandardited mea,:dic,. Teacher cheeklicts,
eat ob,et\ittions, and peer riomHatioq proLedurc, are 'dl hr...lpful in identify-

eJ talented children.

What are teacher chit'..
it Hid i_throlled 'hi pichoot rm.:Irani. the c:kilter raIl ian many oppor-

unitie, tn orlser.e those characteristic, and behaiors that may Ltidicate exeo-
nonal Some ot he characteristic, 7.1 teacher could (L-,erve in gifted
and idr n:ed children are:

9 IL a i ldvancecl vocabulary or the r
par Peril of ,..pontimeoui, verhai elithoriition rritli tc\v

ar !hroni7h

tit i i niedni, such as ltdock,,, play dough, and days 11,.

;:ht ty to a ,,enThle puiilcr designed for older tinlJmen

,eJse ht: !(11- 1.1,,Cd in COJP.CP,;111011.

Oti att),,tracr concepts, rnichi as death tultt

Niatery of nerr rbillr %,itl) little repetitii,ii.

lkiiion,..tration in ad\.aticed
Dcinont-tittittion of iick.anceLl rciti,(uitut ,,killi., through the cplaniitiou of occur

Ii It' titt Hait ;,.-1<list that thelude- thee and stint clutiLiciti,ti,,,t, can be it great

help In b one 1C-'t,21!'-'1 to roieiritail\ iiifteLt and talented childN
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parentt t mking for in obser,i, g their children?

"I-11
are able to surHy c-1;:pmcntal ormation and other data not readily

in more -ituations. A cli..fs approach to dramatic play,
f!._ti e plat:, and him... can pro. 'de a in-eLff defi: information reeardine

. let el of citiznitk,e de% elopment. intenske inftractiott. iimont!. youni:
Likes place durrnti less -iipeniseLl strucffir-ed -,ituatior rd

f he:et , shimid he included as par: of a conTrehensit. _ identification pr.
,hojij1 Chi:(:,7eil '_ free to choose activities either

',IC or other- Ztri,..1'.k h;Ln. they have access t0 a variety of mat,frials. Free play
for should he observed for period, of- approximately 15 minutes. Include at

nitre indoor and one .utdoor obser% if:ion. Make observations for sfLffieral
aid record them for fait., :eiert'flC;.".

f"i!o.(le [ilCttioilt '.v 101 rita.. chide parent observation ate:

l)ramatic or children ff.% er emiaile in In.:Le bLliet e in which
pretwrid or simulate situations and people? Which best describes the

!..:riot:. In , chi!dren's driimaii,t play? tat have one la% ()rite theme which
fk!!. 'tile (1,) have tvii) or three favorite theme', which

! hot !fr.:net-ail. !..f1, %%till. or have a wide -anile of themes
emo

("' I)o voiir children ever :21'.,::2C in play in ,..shieh they
t Inner, or cirZiV.? `,:heel they are free to build or mak:- Ehiralf,

\v inch statemy--.!, best applies to the products of your children's
tructi%e play.' !ii) attempt to make product fis repre,sentati% e of reality as

(h) prod. ..N soil',' represehtLcion to reality but c !ohne nnicitie
Li! thi-cr- as they remember them or a, they

j like :or LlIte )11. or

/1/4");:(r. \\ in staten f be, you children', ab,Hii. rerceivLf
iiiinfor? (a) make little of fe fittenTt to do or IU1111% Ii11111:',, 1,1

111111,`, 11111111,, tlleV ha\ e teen others do,
information and use it to produce crefiff%e humor which it fleW

It hc:I11.

if; ,iruulri iniormatiun from a child's peers he

GI their peers can be a revealinF tour_ of inform:1(1(m.
Therefore, nominations of children by their peers should by included in the Lien-

t h.:Lit ion process, especially at the preschool level. To find out iw children who
p!-.!! unique abilities are perceived be their peers, th r foH types of clues-

fit he a ..ed:

e V, alai filcl in class can make a broken toy %%of

E:f tine ,lass .';iii Mak(' up tic hest ncvv Hill

the very follovink!

11M% ptit -1p meet the

Parents can help ineet the i
pi 0\ then-, it[7 a %%1

airports, and the hi-II-ill-v.
linicthef . if your child

mceling tine ricyd, c'

the preschool gifted and talented child?

and talented children by
ke children to museums,

rci,fmlits, el:ital.::: in sports,
or C!IFIChIllellt pro-

. ensure that the pro
Id. Parents acs ill:, first teachers and,



parents of
Gifted oF
Talented
Childre

ieforc, lie , responsibility to provide that child with secure. qua:it learning

Prepared by Hanninen, Panhandle Child Development Assoc: H)r:,
Idaho and John Gros!,i, The Council for Exception. Cnddren.

Hie material in this fact sheet was prepared pursuant to ontract Number
V)i)-76-O530 from the 01 ace of Gifted and lalented, US Office of Educa:ion,
Depan.mem of Health, Education, and Welfare. However, the odit: :us eNpItc,-
;:ci he :in do not necessarily reflect the position or polic of the ES lice of
I'ducation and no official cndorse:nent by the US Office of Educe.': )n should he
ale rued. 1 /7S)

Reprinted by permission.

Produced for the Office of Gifted and Talenied, US Of/ice of .'cation, Dep,,rt-
..-cnt of Health, Educatio17, and Welfare by the Council Lvceptional

What is a good work:ng definition of gifted and taknteti?

rfic US Office of Education has i..._entilied six areas in which child:-,:n rune
demonstrate .ipabilities of high perfemance or giftedness:

Clenerai intellectual abilitythe all around bright child.
academic aptitudethe math or science whiz.

O Creative or prodi::tive thi:;:ingthe child who comes up with novel solutions
to problems.

o 1.eadersl-lip abilityinitiates and leads gain's and groups,

O Ability in ihe visual or performing. arts---painting, ic, drama. ars:.

sculpturC.

1).y.:11011101 F abilityathletic ability and mechanical skills.

A gifted child may have one or more of these abilities. One ieLfding ed, itor
defines gifted and talented children as those who have learned to use the s:: hol
systems of our society at a much higher and more effective rate than other
children. lowever, a r:irent leader offers a less technical definiiion, ayin -iftcd
and talented children do things a little earlier, a little better, a little more quickly,
and a little hi differently from °thy- A-ildren. Parents also gather much useful
ink rmation observing the he their children.

What .,ome behavicr, or Char... s to look for?

Gifted Lori.; Ic c::el earlier often befoi
times on their own and with a Erealci comprehensiLii oi die nilan,;(_-. ci
lancuage.

They iisitally have large vocabularies for their age.

I hey 1rim n h,c is skills mere quickly and need less prac:ice.

l'hey display an abi, iv for abstiact thinking in advanc,. of then p,:ers,

cm concentration and attention spans are 1,-nger.

)itcn have a wide variety of interests and experiment siiii them

have a highly developed sense of curiosity and a limitl,:ss supply ot

O They ii e ood guessers.

O I hey can construct relationships between tlnngs tint are :101 readil: ohs a us,
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I H." L..111 I jot ;.';i

j1J- wails re ncli jo peers :

ot,

r 'n aril fur zty,],,If.111,:... cite...I.:list

.eel 111;,.

is a gifted air.; talented child identified?

`*..:.eral sources of information .hould be used to identity :silted and talented
such Ly, from teachers, parental obser......1:ions, Finn Foducts,

.ests of in'., iLren,-_. sreail% ity, case
and .

il0;en hat, been ident:fieC and L.....ntrd. V, hat can I (1,, at home to

nort Lo trov.,1. variet .1 stimuli and experience geared to the
init.:re: Ls. Books, toy, sa pur-ile.;, and gan.,.._ obviously

you hould also tak.: cane to pr,,,..ide and .2Nper :ices that
ehall :lee the ;me: encourage the de :opment

. perceptual ail:,

urge . their id..as in some \\ ay. ents can home-
times play secretary.

o Perin. ample time fc.r .liinking and ilesc are the
a full time job.
horisehold :hat coirLiAe with interests.

"Jour chip. to translate their interests into ..peci products, e.g.,
,.torie-, pictures, colletio,,c, in% -, Pc a Budding
crcati,.itv does not stand up well to stilling in the name of correetn:-s.
Accept and use the tendency to sec thing> differently.

ncourage active rather than passive learning.

etas u.1 ganIcs. COI11111011 `,CHillt..tt, like shoppii and shared chores provide
.casioc., for all kinds of word play.

Do anNious about single mindedness--"All cares about is horses'...
Ihiti, too, 'hall pass.
1),- '.clop the habit of asking your children as many q.iestion y(, rc

flo; e..amr,de. 'What would happen if...?" "lbois doc., it

would you ehant..- it?" "What else can you do with that'?" "'.1 by ?.'
will it be like a (week, ino,i;n, year' ;min now?"

MV children are gifted talented but they seem turn -. a off t:r.tit tatted out.
What'', going on?

,!iited and talented is a child first and gifted and talented -,ecolict. Like ail
children, they need respond to the love, caring, interest, and guidance of
the parents. Somdk.es, however, being gifted and talented becomes a burden,
especially if tl children's environment does not meet their needs and expecta-
L ions or if peers react negatively to their abilities. They may act out frustrations in
the form of disruptive behavior, become insecure, or withdraw. It is not uncom-
mon for gifted and talented children to achieve at levels lower than their capabil.-
ties if lack of challenge in school produces disinterest. Meeting these problems
will require a cooperative effort between parents, school otlfi( iais, and in some
cases. a professier al counselor.
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Ihout prograi,- in the schmds?

Live they arc not
pror.:lat.e for e._:ry acin-linic,rators

1),-ip :;011 . \\.:11.11I :0 think
:;.,2 to o be done to

.,r .r.(p.ip I can joir:.

to; :fifted and talented
-.tate or in a large city ne,-. . IL. to you; -.iate
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M. Fence:- r,2elot ' the . ..c1)Ireci,,,If, of Pro-
..; the Gifted prole oaf develop-ulen once 1981, and is cur-

. Dir,:ctor tor the Spccia: Educai ion i)issertination Project, both 91 %5 hiCh
Cra' .\.0ClatiOrl Of Stat,_ Boards of Fdueatiot in

a,hu:ucton. ,",,sociatc Professor of (:aduate Education and
ilumdh }:e,ource Development at Nlarymount .;irginia. Prior tc her
curlew positions, er %vas an Assistant Professor It, of

!larcplette : Wkconsin, She ha, aL....111. in the
l-q,[h it r;__ id posr,-,ec,nclary levels.

Sue Gladden is :'.:riently a grad-Hte ass..,tant in he Hone 1 :onornics Depart-
,ncni of TL:ch CiPiversit w;:h a major in Child Development. She has

completed her master's .nests the idertificat of the preschool
child. Y.. Gladden has spent four years as the head tc...her and evalua.

ot a prt school gifted program, and egional repre,ci,,tive to the
-oeiition for Gifted Chilc'reti.

Eilel flerthtA.Y,! Professor at the University of San School
of Education, teaches Ss etc cultural Foundations of Organizations, anj School,
Coil,nuility and Societe. Prior to universiiy teaching, Dr. Herda worked with
%arious research and dc.v,_;.:prnent projects for except:on... children including the
ccorciitu P. of te.:ching programs Or the gifted. Her current research and
Ariiing are in the area of cultural, tech....ological and policy changes in organiza-

,e,tings, ,,nel the development of hum:?:-, creative potential.

Shirley- Perkins, p1...-iously the State Consultant for the Gifted in both Iowa
and free -lance consultant in gifted education. A past teacher of the
gifted, Dr. Perkins conductiH- ediletulonai policy dev,.2topment in ill:

eth:catiork.

Salton- is currently the Project Dite,JT, i Dear! C. ill enti-
tled "Collaboration of Regular Fciuto,-. for Nr,i. ,:taming"
State University. Previon,ly an ..\ssisttim Profs or of Education at the Universi-
ty or Wisconsin-Niadiso Dr. Sapon-Shevin has done t. xtcnsive wort: in the area
); mainstreaming particHti-ly Interested in cooperative and in
a' :ping children av,,tit the indiv'Llual differences al110112 themsehes.

ShevinAsktant Pro ,or for Specialized !nstructional Programs,
`..'levelan. *ate :red in teach, at both the preset--
vice and inservice level,. Previ: Asly a psycho: for severely and profoundly
har,licapp.d children, Dr. ShL in's areas of expc,-',e include 'rlv childhood
special education, particularly tae role of parents anu families in education -f
rectal needs children.

Connie Steele is Assistant Professor and Chairperson for the Derartment of
Home and Family Life, College of Home F.Ponomies, -Inns Tech U:,iversity. In
addition, she directs the Child Development Research Center which includes an
educational experience program and a research project involving gifted and
talented children aged 2-6 years. Dr. Steele is also currently on the Advisory
Board to the Lubbock Independent School District for the initiation and de% clop-
mem of a pitted and ta'. ed program for Grades K-2.
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Mary Thorniann is :i-rently Director ul Gradu,. Piotzra:ns in Education and
Re,oura! Devei ,-)rnent at N1arymount Coiiege VirEinia H Ar!ington,

.rHnia. She lo,wder and former director of the Gerard Majella old Center,
-)!-2,:hool i vi- Jren r-or,.-t 2 11:_y_121- I In adr,n, Dr. Thor-

ha,; be+T. in v+3, :esearcl. or He
a:: IA1 special educL 1.
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Pi.--ilicaJons
of Gifteci and Talented Ci-lidrcn

.-ln .-idministrator's Guide to the Educ:.::-n
of Gifted and Talented Children

13v Joyce Van . .,el-Ba;ka

in a manner the author outlines tl-.2 key action
1. Hi:2 Lip a program, and consideratio:;, for hi ac iii :inplary

7.50 per copy prepaid.

-In .-ldvocate's Guide to Build. Sup:Jor:
for Gifted and Talented Education

Edited by Patricia Bruce Mitchell

inamAai for adv( ....icy was w.rittcn, by six -,ersons with cxtensi.'2 e perieT)ce
,chine ci ted p. ograin 0 admini,':-ators, leL kl,dors and board rnernb,:T,.
iF,rormation on what works and what does not v.orh I cxplainek.i
;_id..;)cacy from orEanizinL, parent groups ng testimc::i

mee:i;-.;s. .S7.50 per copy prepaid.

.1 C' dc to
jn Gifted and Tal:nted

17.ditcd l'at.-icia Bruce Mitchell

1-1:: unique rubli,_:Ition outline-, four basic steps for de..,...!-Ting oilce' Had
ark. :aiented ' prourns, issue!, 7.,J he considered. decision- To be
iota a' ne the fra: ev ork for :-iftcj Flog; policie, al: Li pro-
il-anl-, Hi other !,tates arc pr --,ted i in ove... and through a series
der ':ad profiles on six state 7.50 per ,:cmy

Order 'Thom:

The National Association of State Boards ,111,;dion
North Capitol Street,

Washington, D.C. 20001
202-024-5845


